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Aiken, Joan, et al. Authors' Choice 2. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 246p. illus. $6.95.
Each of the eighteen stories in this companion anthology to Authors' Choice is
R prefaced by some commentary written by the author who chose the tale or book
6- excerpt. Several of the selections are science fiction, including the touching "The
Star Beast" by Nicholas Stuart Gray; several are about animals; one of the most
delightful, chosen by the late Honor Arundel, is from a journal of 1908 by a girl of
twelve, "The Book of Maggie Owen." Expectably diverse, the book is enjoyable in
itself and interesting because of the selectors' comments.
Aiken, Joan. Midnight Is a Place. Viking, 1974. 287p. $6.95.
The year is 1842, the place is a huge, grim house-Midnight Court-outside an
R English manufacturing town, and the protagonist is a lonely boy, Lucas, who lives
6-9 with his dour guardian and his aloof tutor. Lucas, who has longed for a friend, is
dismayed when the new arrival at Midnight Court proves to be a small French girl,
Anna-Marie, child of the man who had lost his fortune on a gambling bet made with
the grim guardian. While the basic plot is patterned, Aiken weaves about it a
marvelously intricate and convincing story that has both the romance and an aware-
ness of a need for social reform that are Dickensian. Her style, however, is her own,
rich and distinctive, and the story of the struggles of Lucas and Anna-Marie after a
fire razes Midnight Court and they are forced to work in the factories and sewers of
the town enables her to bring in some marvelously villainous characters and to use
the period argot she handles so deftly.
Aliki. Green Grass and White Milk; written and illus. by Aliki. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 33p.
(Let's-Read-and-Find-Out-Books). Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.70 net.
Attractive illustrations and informative diagrams accompany a simply written text
R that is informal in style and accurate in content. It describes the way in which cows
2-4 digest food, how they are milked, and how the milk is processed; it also discusses
some of the foods made from milk and gives instructions for making butter and
yogurt.
Angel, Marie, illus. The Ark. Harper, 1973. 8p. $3.50.
This might be called a wordless picture book; actually, it is less a book than a
NR picture. No ark is shown, but Noah stands at a broad, open door and pairs of animals
2-4 form a procession. The pages fold out, accordion-fashion, to form a long strip for the
yrs. frieze. The animals are nicely drawn, but the whole is very slight.
Baker, Betty. The Spirit is Willing. Macmillan, 1974. 135p. $4.95.
There was no feminine liberation movement in Arizona at the end of the nineteenth
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R century, but there might have been with a few more citizens like Carrie. Her friend
5-7 Portia was properly romantic, as a girl of fourteen ought to be, but not Carrie. She
craved excitement-and lacking any, created her own. Nice girls just didn't go into
saloons, not even to see an Indian mummy, but Carrie did. And while many girls are
interested in spiritualism, very few are acknowledged as mediums because they are
nice, sensible creatures. The writing style is vivacious, the characters come alive, the
details of period and locale are vivid, and the author has created a family and a
community that are believable and enjoyable.
Baldwin, Anne Norris. Jenny's Revenge; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Four Winds, 1974.
34p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.89 net.
Jenny, a kindergartner, resents the woman who takes care of her every afternoon
M while her divorced mother works. She tries every nasty trick she can think of to make
K-2 Mrs. Cramie decide to leave, she complains to her tired and patient mother, she
finally decides to expose herself deliberately to poison oak. Even though Jenny is
suffering from the itchy rash, her mother goes to work. Mrs. Cramie takes it all with
complaints, but she stays, and when she talks to Jenny about her childhood with a
circus family, Jenny becomes interested and her resentment vanishes. Unfortu-
nately, the shift isn't convincing, and-while Jenny is enterprising as a young
protester-she is otherwise a thoroughly unreasonable child, whose hostility sours
incidents that might otherwise be funny.
Bales, Carol Ann. Chinatown Sunday; The Story of Lilliann Der. Reilly and Lee, 1973. 32p.
illus. $5.95.
Like Ms. Bales' earlier book, Kevin Cloud, this is based on tapes made by a child
R who here describes her life and her family, and it has fine photographs; the author
3-5 spent enough time with the Der family so that they were at ease, and the pictures lack
the posed, self-conscious look of many photo-documentaries. Since ten-year-old
Lilliann Der, who is the protagonist, has no trip to give variety, this has less action
than Kevin's description of an urban Chippewa family, but it has the same colloquial
flow as Lilliann prattles about her family and how they came to the Chicago area, her
friends in a suburban school, her ability as a batter, her favorite holidays, and the
customs and traditions that her family observes as Chinese Americans and devout
members of the Chinese Christian Union Church.
Beckett, Hilary. Street Fair Summer; illus. by Ray Abel. Dodd, 1974. 126p. $4.
Ivy, age twelve, had been living in New York for three years, and still missed her
Ad home in Maine. She'd spent summers there with her grandmother for several years,
5-7 but now Granny had no room, so Ivy had agreed to work on the annual fair that was
held in their upper West Side neighborhood. Most of the story is concerned with
Ivy's efforts to get a rock group to play, her problems with the adults on the street
fair committee and with her friend Jessica, who is a dominant personality and resents
Ivy's taking the initiative. The story ends with Ivy and Jessica visiting Granny, and
Ivy confessing she's a bit homesick for New York. The book has two strong positive
aspects: Ivy's pleasant relations with her parents, and the fact that-in
conclusion-there's a statement about the appeal of urban life, rather than the more
usual escape-to-rural-peace. The writing style is adequate, there's little depth in
characterization; the story line is slight.
Benchley, Nathaniel. Bright Candles; A Novel of the Danish Resistance. Harper, 1974. 256p.
Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $5.70 net.
Jens Hansen looks back to the time when he was sixteen, an adolescent schoolboy
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R who's just become seriously interested in a girl and who is disturbed by the fact that
7-12 his father seems to accept so placidly the German occupation that has just begun. In
describing his own participation in the resistance movement, Jens gives a vivid
picture of the dogged, quiet heroism of the Danes, the devious sabotage they prac-
ticed, the desperate effort to save Danish Jews, and the day-to-day encounter with
the occupying forces. In the depiction of Jens' father, Benchley shows a segment of
the Danish people seldom included in stories of World War II: the moderate men,
slow to anger, who sincerely believed in accepting German rule-until some excess
precipitated their active participation in the struggle. The first-person format makes
the story both credible and immediate. Style, dialogue, characterization, and setting
are treated with consummate skill.
Berson, Harold, ad. The Boy, The Baker, The Miller and More; ad. and illus. by Harold
Berson, Crown, 1974. 27p. $4.95.
An adaptation of the French folktale, "Un Morceau de Pain," is illustrated with
Ad deft, airy ink and wash pictures in pastel tones. A hungry boy asks the baker's wife
K-3 for a piece of bread, he has to get the cupboard keys from the baker, the baker says
the boy may have the keys if he will bring an apple, the gardener says the boy may
have an apple if he will bring a cat for catching mice, et cetera. When the exhausted
boy finally achieves his goal, he falls asleep while the baker's wife is slicing the
bread. "Never", she tells her husband, "should anyone have to work so hard for so
little." The ending is rather weak, but the story should appeal because of the cumula-
tion in the chain of events, and the style of the retelling is direct, with pictures and
captions so harmonious that the pre-reader can soon "read" it alone.
Berson, Harold. Larbi and Leila; A Tale of Two Mice. Seabury, 1974. 29p. illus. $5.50.
An object lesson in vanity is encased in a frothy story adapted from a Tunisian folk
Ad tale. A doting new husband, Larbi lavishes gifts on Leila, but these merely whet her
K-2 desire for more clothes and trinkets. One day Leila goes to the water trough to have a
cooling swim; afraid that her clothing and jewelry will be stolen, she keeps them on.
When she is weighted down by the wet clothes, Leila calls for help-but she will not
let any of her would-be rescuers touch her, afraid that they will rip her veil or damage
her bracelets or tear her clothing. So she drowns, and so Larbi weeps at her foolish
vanity. The illustrations are deft, delicate and merry; the story is nicely told, al-
though the ending seems abrupt.
Binzen, William. Alfred Goes House Hunting. Doubleday, 1974. 31p. illus. $4.95.
Alfred, a tiny toy teddy bear, is stiffly posed in a series of clear color photographs.
M The text describes Alfred's search for a new home; he tries a lily pad but it is too wet,
3-5 he climbs a tulip stem but it bends and he slides down; he asks a goose and rabbit, but
yrs. their advice is no help. Finally he spies a deserted birdhouse, which he furnishes, and
happily takes residence. The photographs are contrived but of good quality, the toy
and the animals should appeal to young children, but the story is lifeless.
Brook, Judy. Noah's Ark; written and illus. by Judy Brook. Watts, 1973. 36p. $4.95.
Animals are the chief appeal of this rather sugary version of the Biblical story, with
NR many drawings of interior scenes showing the accommodations. The adapter has
5-6 taken a few liberties with the text; for example, after the waters recede, everyone has
yrs. "a lovely hot sunny holiday in Africa" and the African animals wave good-bye while
the others go around the world so that all the animals can be dropped off in home
territory. Then there's Mrs. Noah telling bedtime stories to the assembled animals
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Buchwald, Art. The Bollo Caper; a fable for children of all ages; illus. by Julie Brinckloe.
Doubleday, 1974. 56p. $4.95.
A Hollywood star calls a furrier and says she must have a new fur coat. Her five
NR minks, three sables, etc. are so boring. Hearing of an especially beautiful leopard, the
5-6 furrier gives orders to catch him alive. Bollo, the leopard, who was "soon going to
get married" to "the seductive and curvaceous Nefertiti" is trapped, discusses his
problem with other animals in a plane en route to New York, and escapes. After
diverse adventures with a zoo and a circus, Bollo travels to Washington on the
Metroliner, presents a petition (written by a poodle) to a terrified Senate, ends on the
White House lawn and is given as a present to the just-arriving Emperor of Ethiopia.
Back he goes to a life of pampered ease and a reunion with Nefertiti. The book makes
a fervent plea for not killing animals to obtain fur; it is otherwise a series of quips,
caricatures, and contrived situations bound together by a slapdash plot.
Buxton, Ralph. Nature's Water Clowns; The Sea Otters; illus. by Angus M. Babcock. Chil-
drens Press, 1974. 25p. Trade ed. $5.78; Library ed. $4.33 net.
Like May's Sea Otter and McDearmon's A Day in the Life of a Sea Otter (both
R reviewed in the November, 1973 issue) this describes the way in which the sea otter
2-4 mates, plays, eats, sleeps, cares for its young, et cetera. It also discusses the fact that
sea otters have been, due to man's depredations, an endangered species that only
now can be-within limits-hunted again; the text points out, too, that the pollution
of ocean waters is a hazard for sea otters as well as other marine creatures. The
continuous text is not as well organized as May's, but it is accurate and informative,
and the writing style is straightforward.
Christopher, Matthew F. No Arm in Left Field; illus. by Byron Goto. Little, 1974. 131p.
$4.95.
Baseball stories in which the newcomer or the player who is a member of a
R minority group encounters hostility are a dime a dozen, and baseball stories in which
4-6 a newcomer gets over a weakness in his style are just as easily found. Yet this story,
which has both elements in the plot, is written with such candor and directness that it
has a firm unity. Terry is black and a newcomer and has a weak throwing arm-but
no miracles happen. Tony, who has openly shown his prejudice, becomes less hos-
tile, not because of Terry's efforts and his understanding; Tony's hostility is ex-
plained to Terry by his (Tony's) older brother and discussed frankly by other mem-
bers of the team. The book has plenty of game sequences for the baseball fan, and
there's more of a lesson about sportsmanship to be gained from Terry's behavior
than any preaching the author might have done-but wisely didn't.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). Luke Was There; illus. by Diane de Groat. Holt, 1973. 74p.
$4.95.
One of the greatest fears of children is that they will be abandoned, and Julius has
R good reason for his unhappiness. His father had left, and so had his stepfather; when
4-7 his mother was hospitalized, he and his small brother went to a children's home.
Luke, a black social worker, is the first person to win Julius' confidence, and when
Luke goes (he is a conscientious objector and must take another job) Julius is discon-
solate. He runs away, begs, commits petty theft, and comes back to the Children's
House only when he finds a deserted boy of seven who needs a home. To his
surprise, Julius is welcomed back, is not reproached by the staff, and even finds
Luke, who has taken time off to look for him. The story ends with Julius and his
brother home again with their mother, but Julius-who tells the story very
convincingly-has not forgotten Luke, who was there when he was needed. Both in
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the depiction of the small, lost boy who clings to Julius and of Julius' little brother,
who felt that he had been doubly abandoned when Julius ran away, there is a logical
influence that makes Julius' growing understanding credible. The story is well-
written, the hero Luke is sensitively characterized, and it is a relief to read a story in
which both the stepfather and the authorities at a children's home are sympatheti-
cally portrayed.
Clymer, Eleanor (Lowenton). Take Tarts as Tarts Is Passing; illus. by Roy Doty. Dutton,
1974. 28p. $4.95.
A short and breezy story in the folk tradition although the style of writing lacks the
Ad oral cadence; the pictures, too, have a light and humorous air. Two brothers are sent
K-2 off by their father to go out and see the world. Industrious Jeremiah takes the words
of wise woman Aunt Hattie ("Take tarts as tarts is passing") literally and is jailed;
lazy, cheerful Obadiah thinks the advice nonsense and goes his own way. He drifts
into ajob as housepainter and then as a shipboard musician, becomes a husband and
father, and goes home after two years to report. Jeremiah appears, dusty and misera-
ble. If there is a lesson here, it seems to be a light indictment of conformity and
dullness or an espousal of opportunism; while the tale is cheerful, it's also bland, with
none of the impact that the author achieves in her contemporary realistic stories.
Cooper, Susan. Greenwitch. Atheneum, 1974. 147p. $5.50.
The third volume in a sequence of five (Over Sea, Under Stone; The Dark is
R Rising) is the most cohesive of the three, bringing together Will Stanton, protagonist
5-7 of the second book and the three Drew children of the first. The Drews, visiting
again the Cornish village where they had first learned of the forces of evil, the Dark,
are not aware that their uncle is one of the powers of Light or that Will, seventh son
of a seventh son, is another-one of the Old Ones who must fight to keep the Dark
from rising. The Greenwitch is a figure constructed each year by the villagers for an
ancient rite, but they do not know that she comes alive and is under the aegis of
Tethys, the White Lady of the ageless sea. The realistic pedestal of the story is slight
but firm, the weaving of magic intricate, and the whole permeated by a remarkably
strong sense of inexorable evil in a fantasy that adroitly uses the setting as a foil for
the classic struggle between good and evil.
Corcoran, Barbara. The Winds of Time; drawings by Gail Owens. Atheneum, 1974. 164p.
$5.95.
Gail hadn't seen her father since she was eight, five years before; now that her
R mother was hospitalized, she was alone, and the social worker had turned to Gail's
5-7 uncle. She disliked and distrusted Uncle Chad, so-en route to his home-she ran
away from him. The household into which Gail stumbles is strange and delightful: a
frail old woman and her elderly son who ask no questions and simply accept Gail as a
welcome guest. "We pride ourselves on being good judges of character," says old
Mrs. Partridge as she reads her Tarot cards, "And the cards have told me. This is
your home for as long as you wish." The two old people and a young relative,
Christopher, help Gail evade the sheriff and Uncle Chad, and they welcome Gail's
father, who turns up in response to her written plea. There's enough suspense and
action to keep the story moving, but its major strength lies in the convincing charac-
ters and the flowing style.
Cormier, Robert. The Chocolate War. Pantheon Books, 1974. 253p. $5.95.
The setting is a Catholic high school for boys, the treatment of the school power
structure grimly realistic in this stunning story about moral courage and moral cor-
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R ruption. The chocolates are meaningless in themselves, but the drive to sell boxes of
8- chocolates to raise money for the school brings out every aspect of the power of a
sadistic teacher, the influence of bullies and gangs, and-most depressing-the collu-
sion between the cruel and dishonest Brother Leon and the leader of the secret
society that controls student behavior. The plot is original, the style powerful, the
characters and their intricate relationships wholly convincing. One boy, secretly
ordered (one in a long series of secret gang ploys to provoke the teachers) to refuse to
sell candy, is so incensed at all of the chicanery and brutality that he goes on refusing
even after the order is rescinded. He gets sympathy from a few-but he can't beat the
system. The chocolate war ends in victory for the establishment, the bullies and
Brother Leon. A sobering, dramatic, and timeless story.
Craig, Mary. The Cranes oflbycus. Hawthorn Books, 1974. 215p. $6.95.
A murder mystery with suspense and romance as its major appeals is set in San
M Francisco, where Chryseis has come to stay with an elderly friend, Miss Tru, whose
8- life is in danger. Chrys also is hunting a man named Mathew, her dead grandfather
having told her that he has left an unpaid debt to Mathew. There is also a sub-plot: an
old friend, married to a suspiciously charming man, is unhappy and still cares for
Mathew, a former suitor. All the characters are from a small midwest town save for
the love interest acquired by Chrys. Turns out that the charming husband had mur-
dered his wife's father, blamed Mathew, tried to do away with Miss Tru (and later
does) and had detectives following both his wife and Chrys. The plot is not highly
original, but the author maintains suspense well; characterization is superficial save
for the two elderly people of the story, Miss Tru and grandfather. The writing style is
uneven, marred by occasional trite phrases and such evidence of carelessness as,
". . Between myself and the day .. ." or, ". . I poured through the . . envelopes
Cresswell, Helen. The Bongleweed. Macmillan, 1973. 138p. $4.95.
One fanciful concept is firmly rooted in reality in an English story in which a
R mysterious plant grows in a magical, rampaging fashion. Becky Finch is the daughter
4-6 of the head gardener of Pew Gardens, working for a botanist named Harper whose
house and the Finches' has a common wall. The Harpers' young house guest Jason
becomes-after a period of hostility-Becky's colleague in defending the plant she
calls the "bongleweed," a botanical sport that reaches two feet only two days after
planting. The bongleweed takes over, its tropical lushness defended by Becky and
her father against her mother's fury at the interloper that is taking over the garden.
The problem solves itself when the first snow falls. The story is imaginative in
conception, written in polished, easy style; the dialogue and characterization are
excellent.
Crook, Bette. Famous Firsts in Medicine; by Bette Crook and Charles L. Crook. Putnam,
1974. 71p. illus. $4.29.
A series of two-page descriptions (with one page unusually given over to an illus-
M tration) of such landmarks in medical progress as the first known surgical procedures,
5-6 the first use of anesthesia, the invention of the stethoscope, the first cure for pellagra,
et cetera. The information is useful, but the writing style is dull and the facts are
available in many books; this captures none of the excitement of medical discoveries.
An index is appended.
Delton, Judy. Two Good Friends; pictures by Giulio Maestro. Crown, 1974. 32p. $4.50.
Although this doesn't have the sweetness of Lobel's Frog and Toad Are Friends,
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R it's an affable story in the same vein. Duck and Bear have different ways of keeping
1-2 house, but each sees the virtues of the other's ways, and each knows that friendship
means toleration of differences. Duck is a tidy housekeeper, but no cook; Bear is a
dab hand at baking, but creates havoc in the kitchen. Simply written for beginning
independent readers, and adequately illustrated, this can also be used for reading
aloud to preschool children.
Farmer, Penelope. The Story of Persephone.; illus. by Graham McCallum. Morrow, 1973.
45p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.14 net.
The legend of the goddess Demeter and her beloved child, the mythic explanation
R of the seasonal changes, is told in dramatic style. Both the vitality of the illustrations
4-6 and the sophistication of the writing give this retelling of the Greek legend more
impact than Margaret Hodges, Peresphone and the Springtime; while it is for slightly
more mature readers than the audience for Sarah Tomaino's Persephone: Bringer of
Spring, Farmer's style may pose difficulties for some readers. Compare her descrip-
tion of Hades: ".. . he, too, fell passionately in love. Obsessed by Persephone,
determined to have her, he watched continually, invisible. A black rock, a hawthorn
tree, a cloud on the hillside," with Tomaino's simpler presentation, in which Hades
simply appears and sweeps Persephone into his chariot, or with Penelope Proddow's
poetic brevity in Demeter and Persephone, beautifully illustrated by Barbara
Cooney. McCallum's pictures have vigor and drama, but they do not achieve the
subtle contrast and effective composition of Ati Forberg's illustration for the To-
maino version, or the elegance of Cooney's pictures. Farmer devotes more attention
to the involvement of the Olympian dwellers than do the others, and the often-lyric
prose contributes also to achieving more of a sense of majesty than is found in the
other versions.
Feder, Carol. The Candlemaking Design Book; illus. by Emmett McConnell; photographs by
Alan Breslaw. Watts, 1974. 122p. $6.95.
A carefully compiled guide to making candles is illustrated with enticing color
R photographs with numbered diagrams that are referred to in the step-by-step direc-
6- tions. Each recipe begins with explicit explanations of the processes in the basic
method of candlemaking. Much of the suggested equipment is the sort that is availa-
ble about the house: paper plates and towel-tubes, twine, pie tins, et cetera, while
most of the material must be purchased. The author gives advice on proportions of
ingredients that may be used to achieve different effects or that are best for different
kinds of candles. A list of "Problems and Precautions" is included; an index is
appended.
Fenton, Edward. Duffy's Rocks. Dutton, 1974. 198p. $5.95.
Duffy's Rocks is a Pittsburgh suburb where Timothy Brennan lives with his
R grandmother; his mother is dead, his father has gone off and not been seen for years.
6-8 Timothy knows that Gran hears from his father, but she won't tell him anything; one
day he steals a look at the latest letter and decides to track his father down. He goes
to see his father's wife in New York only to find that she'd been deserted the year
before; he finds a girl who'd worked with his father and been in love with him, but she
hasn't seen him for months. Resigned to the fact that the man he has longed for is lost
to him, Timothy goes back to the hated dullness of the grimy suburb and finds that his
grandmother, who had doted on her son, knows that he's a wastrel and had wanted
the boy to grow up unlike his father, but wanted him to keep his father's image a
shining one. The plot isn't dramatic, but it is strong and realistic, and the book is
unusual both in its portrayal of a Catholic family and of the prejudice they have
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toward non-Catholics. Style, characterization, and the details of locale and period
(the depression years) are outstanding.
Field, Edward, comp. Eskimo Songs and Stories; selected and tr. by Edward Field; collected
by Knud Rasmussen; illus. by Kiakshuk and Pudlo. Delacorte, 1973. 103p. $6.95.
Although this does not substitute for Beyond the High Hills (reviewed in the
R September, 1961 issue) with its splendid photographs by Guy Mary-Rousseliere,
4-7 there are more poems here from the same collection by Knud Rasmussen, and the
illustrations by two Eskimo artists are handsome and are used to good effect on the
clean pages. The poems are rhythmic and vigorous, reflecting the cultural patterns of
the tribes of the Hudson Bay area yet having universality, revealing the beliefs and
the mores of the society in poem-chants that are simple and beautiful, occasionally
humorous, often touching.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Warlock of Westfall; written and illus. by Leonard Everett
Fisher. Doubleday, 1974. 119p. $4.95.
Somber yet dramatic, the stark black and white illustrations in Fisher's distinctive
R style are particularly well suited to the taut and brooding atmosphere evoked in this
5-7 tale of witch-hunting in colonial America. The setting is the small village of Westfall,
where an old, crotchety man is accused by a group of boys and hanged by the
villagers, easily aroused in those hysterical times. The tense conclusion, in which the
same credulous hysteria brings about the abandonment of the village, is conceived
with a fine sense of theater. Both the mood of the times and the physical atmosphere
are skillfully evoked in a stirring and convincing story.
Flory, Jane. We'll Have a Friend for Lunch; pictures by Carolyn Croll. Houghton, 1974. 32p.
$4.95.
Peaches is one of a group of cats who gather daily to hang around the fish store,
R boast about the birds they have caught, and "talk tough" to compensate for being
K-2 coddled at home. Peaches is the only cat who's never caught a bird, so she gets a
book on birds and forms a birdwatcher's club. The goal is knowledge that will bring
bird-catching skill-but by the time Peaches and her friends have watched some baby
robins hatch and grow, they've lost their predatory interest. As one cat says, "We
can't eat a family we know. We can't even hate a family we know." So they form a
Fish Watchers Club. The illustrations are scrabbly of line but have vitality; the story
is told deftly and, although it is not very substantial, the lesson is nicely brought
home.
Freschet, Berniece. Year on Muskrat Marsh; illus. by Peter Parnall. Scribner, 1974. 51p.
$4.95.
The impeccable drawings of Peter Parnall show the flora and fauna of a Minnesota
R marshland; the clean, precise black and white pictures are lovely in themselves and
3-5 they harmonize nicely with the style of the continuous text, which has the same
qualities of accurate details and poetic interpretation. There is less focus here than in
most of the author's books, the text moving steadily through the cycle of a year and
describing the creatures who feed and mate, prey or play, migrate and return, nest
and breed. There is-perhaps deliberately-no sense of time division, but an even
flow of small events that gives a rounded ecological picture.
Garfield, Leon. The Sound of Coaches; with engravings by John Lawrence. Viking, 1974.
256p. $5.95.
Garfield at his picaresque best, telling in high dramatic style and with a keen
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R appreciation of period the story of a foundling child whose foster father is a coach-
7- man. Young Sam is anxious to become a driver himself, and his path seems assured
until he has an accident. Drifting in London, Sam becomes stagestruck and is drawn
into a minor role in a Shakespearian company by the boastful, pretentious Daniel
Coventry. Always searching for facts about his real parents, Sam has a double
surprise when he learns who his father is. There's also a love interest; Jenny is a
mendacious, salty little character who proves as loyal as she is vulgar. The book is a
delight: robust characters, marvelously rich dialogue, vivid creation of the period,
and a vigorous writing style.
Gasiorowicz, Nina. The Mime Alphabet Book; by Nina and Cathy Gasiorowicz. Lerner,
1974. 53p. illus. $3.95.
Black and white photographs of Cathy, taken by her sister (both adolescents), face
NR pages with a large lower-case letter and one word: "astonishment, balance, content,
3-5 dying, easel, fear, guilty," and so on. The interpretations are not as clear as those of
Marcel Marceau in George Mendoza's "the marcel marceau alphabet book," which
also uses both objects and emotions but much simpler ones: "awakening, butterfly,
cage, dragon, escape, flower, giant," et cetera. Neither really functions as an al-
phabet book, but here the photographs are less interesting, since the photographic
technique used achieves almost a silhouette effect that makes the pictures monoto-
nous.
Gause, Lynne. Matu and Matsue; illus. by Ora Ann Thomas. Moore, 1974. 32p. $3.95.
Inept and repetitive pictures that look like drawings by children illustrate a slight
NR story written in pedestrian style. Twin elephant babies, Matu and Matsue, are
K-2 pigeon-toed; the other elephants tease them, the doctor recommends corrective
shoes. Their mother rejects an offer from a circus because she wants her twins to go
to school-but they are told to leave, because the laughter of the other little animals
in the Jungleland School is disruptive. So Mama Elephant changes her mind and
Matu and Matsue join the circus and are billed as "The World's Greatest Performing
Pigeon Toed Elephants." The story rambles, it is contrived, it implies that v 1il
animals may prefer captivity, and it's pedantic.
Greenwald, Sheila. The Secret Museum. Lippincott, 1974. 127p. illus. $4.95.
Jennifer's parents have given up their work in the city and staked their financial
M hopes on selling their handiwork (Father weaves, Mother makes pottery) from their
4-6 country home. Jennifer, wandering about the property next door, hears crying and
discovers a small building filled with expensive dolls, neglected for many years. They
complain about their lot, squabble amongst themselves, and brighten up only when
Jennifer promises to clean them and play with them. She and another girl start a doll
museum, add impromptu plays, and inspire Jennifer's parents, who have almost
decided to give up, to try publicity and gain new customers. The owner of the dolls, a
rich woman, insecure and hostile, visits the museum and gives the girls the dolls.
Satisfaction all around-but it's not a story that hangs together. The rich woman and
the grandmother of Jennifer's friend are stock characters, the fantasy and realism
don't blend. While Jennifer's parents are pleasant, their portrayal as inept-until
Jennifer shows the way-seems contrived.
Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. The Cat and Mouse Who Shared a House; retold with pictures
by Ruth Hiirlimann; tr. from the German by Anthea Bell. Walck, 1974. 22p. $6.95.
First published in Switzerland, an adaptation of one of the Grimm Brothers'
stories is nicely gauged for the picture book audience. The pictures are bold, color-
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R ful, and humorous, good for using with a group as well as with individual children.
K-2 The story of the sly cat who, little by little, eats all of the pot of butter that she and
her housemate, a mouse, have stored for later use is brisk and brief, with almost the
form of a fable.
Hale, Janet Campbell. The Owl's Song. Doubleday, 1974. 160p. $4.50.
When his mother had died, Billy White Hawk had heard the mournful hoot of an
Ad owl, and this sad note permeates the story of Billy's adolescence. His father is a
7-10 lonely, shiftless drinker and Billy decides he must get away from the hopelessness of
home. He goes to the city to live with an older half-sister, Alice, who has adopted the
white urban pattern completely. Billy can't do that. He is treated, when he does
enroll in a city school, as a curiosity; ignored by the whites, taunted and badgered by
the blacks, Billy finally erupts in a savagely contemptuous speech in class. The book
ends with Billy's return to his home, and his acceptance of his life style after his
father's death, but this almost-happy ending seems a smoothing-over that is an illogi-
cal consequence after the bitterness of his experiences. While the writing style is not
outstanding, the book gives a candid picture of the dilemma of the contemporary
native American, especially of his life as a city dweller.
Hall, Marjory. The Other Girl. Westminster, 1974. 185p. $5.25.
A story set in Philadelphia during the Revolutionary War is based in part on the
Ad work of Patience Wright, an American artist who went to England, with her children,
6-9 to work with Benjamin West. Here the author has kept one daughter, Polly, in
Philadelphia; Polly thinks of herself as "the other" Wright girl, unlike her pretty and
talented sister. But in working secretly for the patriot cause, Polly gains confidence;
she also finds that she has some of her mother's creative ability, and she becomes
betrothed to a handsome young Britisher who has joined Washington's forces. The
style is adequate, the historical setting interesting, but the plot is patterned and its
development slow.
Haywood, Carolyn. "C" is for Cupcake; written and illus. by Carolyn Haywood. Morrow,
1974. 192p. Trade ed. $4.75; Library ed. $4.32 net.
As always, Carolyn Haywood writes about small events that have the appeal of
R the familiar; the style is simple, the print large and well-spaced, and each chapter is a
2-3 separate episode, so that the book is easy for independent readers in the primary
grades and also can be used for installment reading. The chapters are linked by the
story of Cupcake, a pet rabbit that is brought to school and kept there; the depiction
of the first grade classroom, especially of the teacher, should make the prospect of
school attendance enticing to preschool children. Some of the incidents concern a
class baking project, a party for fathers, a trip to the zoo, a birthday party, and the
excitement of having Cupcake's babies arrive.
Hazen, Barbara Shook. The Gorilla Did It; illus. by Ray Cruz. Atheneum, 1974. 27p. $5.95.
Mother is in the kitchen; her child is in bed. Hearing noise, mother comes in to find
Ad a messy room. "Who made this mess?" "The gorilla did it." Mother scolds, child
4-6 cleans room (with the help of the gorilla, of course) and the episode ends with the
yrs. child getting two cookies, one for her and one for the gorilla. The text is slight and the
idea of an imaginary animal companion who is the child's scapegoat is not original,
but the style is light-all simple dialogue-and the pictures amusing.
Hopf, Alice L. Biography of an Ant; illus. by Jean Zallinger. Putnam, 1974. 63p. $3.96.
In straightforward, direct prose Hopf describes the first year of a wood ant's life.
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R Although there is no fictionalization or anthropomorphism, the ant is called "Rufa"
2-4 and its story told in narrative form. Like the illustrations, the text is clear and
explicit, with a matter-of-fact approach to the miraculous organization and speciali-
zation of the ant colony, to the curious herding and milking of aphids, and to the
drama of an invasion by an army of red ants, bent on capturing wood ant eggs to
hatch and train as slaves. Excellent scientific writing: accurate, simple, well-
organized, and sequential.
Jeschke, Susan. Firerose. Holt, 1974. 27p. illus. $4.95.
Comic-grotesque drawings illustrate a fresh and funny fantasy that is told in a
R breezy, sophisticated style, a story that is a pleasure to read aloud. Zora, a fortune-
K-3 teller, is used to magic but finds it difficult to cope with a foundling child who has a
delicately curled green tail. Her friend advises her to solve the problem by raising
little Firerose to like her tail and be proud of it, and she does, but when Firerose is
old enough to go to school there's a tail, the child is a dragon and the principal can't
admit her. The dilemma is straightened out in logical (fantastic) fashion. Zora, who
had said "Agh-a problem," when she first saw the tail, answers Firerose's plaintive
statement that she misses her tail, with "Agh-a problem." End of story.
Johnston, Johanna. Speak Up, Edie! pictures by Paul Galdone. Putnam, 1974. 35p. $4.86.
Still as brash as she was in the earlier "Edie" books, Edie is now garrulous to the
Ad point of irritating her audience. She prattles incessantly to her parents, not listening
K-3 to what they say in rebuke or in response; she chatters nonstop on the school bus;
she talks whenever she can in school. Chosen as narrator for the class play for a
Thanksgiving assembly program, Edie misses her cue because she's offstage chatter-
ing. When she does come on, she is stagestruck; tongue-tied, she listens to the
audience laughing and talking. Suddenly she sees what it does to other people when
she goes on and on, and she scolds the audience with the very phrases her parents
have used. Then she does her part-and afterward she talks less. The quick change
isn't quite convincing, but the light tone of the writing, the liveliness of the illustra-
tions, and the presentation of a type familiar to most children provide an amusing and
not too minatory story.
Johnston, Norma. Glory in the Flower. Atheneum, 1974. 198p. $6.25.
Supposedly a journal kept over half a year, this makes no concession to the journal
Ad form but is told as the first person account of Tish Sterling's fourteenth year, 1901,
6-8 her first year in high school. The book is primarily a school and family chronicle
rather than a story with a plot: Tish has a troubled relationship with another girl, a
developing affection for a boy, a crisis she handles well at home, an adjustment to her
grandfather's death. The period details and dialogue are convincing, and the plot
threads nicely knitted, but what the story gains in diversity it loses in focus.
Kahl, Virginia. Giants, Indeed! written and illus. by Virginia Kahl. Scribner, 1974. 31p. $4.95.
This hasn't the humorous quality of Kahl's earlier books, but the major concept is
Ad intriguing and humorous in a way-giants who assume that others are like them,
K-2 although they speak of eating little boys who are tasty. However, the little boy who is
the protagonist in this once-upon-a-time tale meets a family of giants in the dark, so
they assume he's their size . . . and he assumes they're his size. Christopher had
been warned about monsters and giants by his family, who were fearful when he
announced he was going off to see the world; he had met and escaped from monsters,
but he talked about giants to the friendly family who were resting where he slept, and
they ridiculed the idea. By the dawn's early light, however, he saw that they were
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indeed giants, and home he ran. The story is weakened somewhat by the discovery
that the giants eat little boys, not because the fact is gruesome but because it spoils
the humor of the giants' thinking it ridiculous that there existed huge, fearsome
creatures. However, in the simplicity of the bright illustrations, the length of the tale,
and imitation of the folktale pattern the book is satisfying.
Korinetz, Yuri. There, Far Beyond the River; illus. by George Armstrong; tr. by Anthea Bell.
O'Hara, 1973. 223p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.97 net.
A story told as a boy's remembrance of his uncle is permeated with the vitality of
R Uncle Petya himself. First published in Russia, where it was deemed the Russian
5-7 Children's Book of the Year, the translation by Hans Baumann was a runner-up for
the 1972 German Children's Book Prize. Anthea Bell's English translation is excel-
lent, smooth and idiomatic. Uncle Petya is a bear of a man whose imaginative stories
captivate Misha, whose presents enchant him, and whose charm and vigor are espe-
cially demonstrated when the two go off on a long trip to northern Russia that is filled
with action, adventure, and Uncle Petya's boisterous reunion with an old friend from
the days when they were young political activists.
Krauss, Ruth. Everything Under a Mushroom; pictures by Margot Tomes. Four Winds, 1974.
25p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.56 net.
Every double-page spread carries a large picture of a mushroom under which there
Ad are a variety of activities, and on each page there are four words. The text begins,
4-6 "Little one little two, little cow little moo, little cow little calf, little street little town
yrs. .. ." All the while, children are playing below and there are small signs: "I'll be the
little street and you be the little street cleaner," or, "Here come a firefly for when the
moon goes off." There's never any plausible excuse for the mushroom, but the
imaginative play of the children, the rhyming text, and the attractive illustrations are
appealing.
Lambie, Laurie Jo. Daisy Discovers Dance. Day, 1974. 28p. illus. $5.95.
Daisy, shown as a child with a floral head, goes out to the park to express in
NR motion her ebullience at the day; she meets a boy who helps her see that she must
K-2 move with more fluidity; they are both encouraged by a passerby to dance animals,
colors, and-just dance. There's an invitation to the freedom of dancing here, but it
is almost lost in the illustrations (harsh colors, stiff figures, many pages too busy with
details) and the contrivance of the rhyming text: " 'Guess what I am now,' he yelled/
In a hysterical condition/ Putting his legs in the air/ In a very funny position."
Langone, John. Goodbye to Bedlam; Understanding Mental Illness and Retardation. Little,
1974. 168p. $5.95.
Although there is some discussion of therapy throughout the book this is primar-
R ily a discussion of the various levels of neurotic and psychotic illness and of retarda-
7-12 tion, with the descriptive material given validity by the inclusion of research findings,
and the writing given variety by the inclusion of occasional-and presumably
imaginary-individual studies. The writing is dignified but not dry, the explanations
of theories about and behavior patterns of the different kinds of mental illness clear.
A selected bibliography and a relative index are appended.
Levitin, Sonia. Jason and the Money Tree; illus. by Pat Grant Porter. Harcourt, 1974. 121p.
$5.95.
One of the things his dead Grandpa had left him was a ten dollar bill. Surely, Jason
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M thought, it had some significance, he'd even dreamed that he had planted it and it had
4-6 taken root and bloomed-with more ten dollar bills. Sheepishly he tried it; it worked,
but he had a bad time hiding the tree from his friends and family, and he had to take
on several part-time jobs to account for the money he had. His dreams of being a
millionaire were blighted when his sister flushed several hundred dollars down the
toilet bowl and the plant itself withered and died. The realistic background is con-
vincing, the writing style and dialogue acceptable, but the fantasy and realism don't
mesh, and there are several aspects of the story that seem to have been contrived so
that Jason's secret can be maintained.
Levy, Elizabeth. Nice Little Girls; illus. by Mordicai Gerstein. Delacorte, 1974. 46p. Trade
ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
The jacket of the book, sprinkled with sweet little ribbons and flowers, frames a
M small girl who is making a most horrible face. That's the essence of Jackie, who is
K-2 announced as the "new boy" on her first day in school, is teased by the girls, and is
told by the teacher that it's time she started acting like a nice little girl when she
offers to help run the movie projector and asks to build a box as the boys are doing.
Parental support and intervention lead to Jackie's being allowed to make a box;
admired by one girl for her courage, she begins to make other friends. The teacher is
amenable, but she never gets the message. The story is adequately told, but the
ending seems contrived; the illustrations are in cartoon style, their major contribu-
tion (in disclosing what the text does not) being to show why Jackie is so baffled
when, in her Okay-if-I'm-teased-I'll-act-like-a-boy period, she stalks into the de-
serted boys' toilet.
Mahy, Margaret. Rooms for Rent; pictures by Jenny Williams. Watts, 1974. 32p. $4.95.
Oversize pages are used for bold, exuberant pictures of the characters who fill a
Ad rooming house: a woman with twenty children of assorted racial strains, a
K-2 flute-playing bear, a man and his mermaid wife. And in every picture, mice-sailing
paper boats in the mermaid's tub, tucked into children's pockets, feasting on the
cheese at the landlord's table. The skinflint landlord has warned each tenant that he
is going to charge too much, and he has; he is dour (but apparently permissive, since
the children paint murals and woodwork without censure) and expects his tenants to
fight, but they get along famously and finally decide to all move out together to a new
and less expensive home. The landlord is at first delighted, but he finds the house dull
and empty, and hares off crying, "Wait for me!" This sudden conversion is quite
unconvincing, even within the fantasy framework, but the message of togetherness
and the oddity of the guests will undoubtedly appeal to children.
Mann, Peggy. The Secret Dog of Little Luis; illus. by Richard Lebenson. Coward, 1973. 95p.
$4.97.
Another story about the community of New York City's 94th Street, this time
Ad focusing on a family situation rather than community life. Because their grandmother
3-5 is ill, Carlos and Luis must move to a first-floor apartment provided by the welfare
authorities. Carlos is desolate because he knows he must give up his gang chieftain-
ship, since the new apartment is in enemy territory. Little Luis is distressed because
no dogs are allowed in the project and he must keep his puppy hidden. The weaving
together of these plot threads plus a very nice handling of a boy's first crush (Carlos
sees Angela across the hall and is instantly smitten) is smooth, and the setting is
realistic; the book is weakened by the ending, which uses the news-
paper-publicity-produces-flood-of-sympathy-produces-desired-result: the ending
therefore is all sweetness and light; Luis keeps his dog, Carlos' old gang welcomes
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him back, and Angela's father, who had been angrily hostile, invites Carlos to play
chess.
Mathis, Sharon Bell. Listen for the Fig Tree. Viking, 1974. 175p. $5.95.
Muffin is black, sixteen, and blind. Blindness she is used to, but it does make it
R harder to cope with Momma. Since her husband's death, Momma had turned to
7-10 drinking, and Muffin knows that this first Christmas alone will be a bad time for both
of them. She had planned so long for her first celebration of the Black African
Kwanza. A friend is helping her make a dress, but Momma isn't interested. Muffin is
beautiful in her dress, too beautiful; a neighbor attempts rape. Other neighbors come
to her rescue, protect and soothe her; one makes a new dress for her and Muffin goes
in splendor to the Kwanza. What's beautiful about this book is its fierce integrity, a
candor that permits no magic change in Momma, for Muffin comes home from the
party to find her mother still craving liquor, still insisting that her husband will be
coming back. The characterization and dialogue are excellent, and the writing has an
easy flow.
Murphy, Barbara Beasley. Thor Heyerdahl and the Reed Boat Ra; by Barbara Beasley
Murphy and Norman Baker. Lippincott, 1974. 64p. illus. $4.95.
Although the writing style tends, occasionally, to be stiff ("He listened with kind
Ad attention to all the questions.") and some of the descriptions of crew members
4-6 fulsome, the story of Ra's voyage is fascinating. Convinced that the similarity be-
tween some cultural aspects of life in the ancient Middle East and among ancient
Indians of the New World meant some communication, Heyerdahl had a papyrus
boat built that duplicated those pictured in Egyptian carvings. He proposed to sail to
America, and he used the trip also as an opportunity to demonstrate that men from
different cultures could live in amity. The first voyage was unsuccessful, the second
brought the Ra triumphantly into Barbados; the details of the provision, the acci-
dents and dangers, the way the crew lived and coped with emergencies is engrossing.
Neal, Harry Edward. Communication; From Stone Age to Space Age; illus. with photo-
graphs. Rev. ed. Messner, 1974. 192p. Trade ed. $6.25; Library ed. $5.79 net.
A survey of the history of communications is, despite the fact that the writing often
R smacks ofjournalese, adequately written; well-organized, the book has been brought
6-9 up to date since the 1960 edition and it includes the progress made in space age
communications as well as some reference to telepathic communication. The bibliog-
raphy has also been updated; an index is appended.
Ogle, Lucille. A B See; by Lucille Ogle and Tina Thoburn; illus. by Ralph Stobart.
McGraw-Hill, 1973. 125p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.83 net.
An alphabetical arrangement containing 418 words (not in strict order, but grouped
M by letters and sounds) is useful in many ways but is weakened by the inclusion of
4-6 some words too difficult ("xiposuran", "quetzal") for the audience, and by the
yrs. dubious use of some vowel sounds. Each letter has several pages devoted to it, with
many examples of words that start with the letter (most are familiar and are illus-
trated), examples of the letter in various kinds of type face and in cursive writing, and
examples of the different ways in which the letter may be sounded. The first letter,
for example, has a page that shows "A" as it sounds in "Andrew" and "Anne,"
words like alphabet, ant, arrow, axe; but when the next page states that sometimes
"A" has the same sound as it does in "Abraham," how is the child to know which of
the three "A" sounds in the name is meant? Again, the third page says, "A and r
together sound like Ar in Arthur," and several words beginning with "ar" follow
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-but this doesn't make it clear that the same "A" sound is found in "amen" or, in
some communities, "bath."
Olsen, James T. Billie Jean King; The Lady of the Court; illus. by John Nelson. Creative
Education/ Childrens Press, 1974. 31p. $6.60.
A biography of the tennis star that will undoubtedly appeal because of her popular-
M ity and visibility is one of nine by Olsen that are being published simultaneously in a
3-5 series of sports biographies. The writing style is mediocre, occasionally gushy, but
the book gives some facts about Billie Jean King's personal life, more information
about the efforts she and her husband are making to encourage women tennis profes-
sionals and to bring ghetto children into the game. Both this and the Spitz biography
below can be used by slow older readers.
Olsen, James T. Mark Spitz; The Shark; illus. by Harold Henriksen. Creative Education/
Childrens Press, 1974. 31p. $6.60.
A biography that focuses on the swim star's career has a smattering of information
M about his personal life; the writing is both candid about Spitz' reputation as a
3-5 "spoiled brat" and effusive about his prowess. The continuous text is written in
pedestrian style, with a repeated stress on competitive spirit-occasionally on the
hostility it evokes-both on the part of Spitz and on the part of his father, who
devoted himself to his son's career. The book ends with banality: "What new line
Mark's life will follow is a big question. What would you guess? Movie star? Swim-
ming coach? Dentist? Maybe even the father of a second Mark Spitz?" A formula
biography that will probably appeal only to the reader with a special interest in
swimming or one who remembers the 1972 Olympics.
Parish, Peggy. Dinosaur Time; pictures by Arnold Lobel. Harper, 1974. 30p. (I Can Read
Books). Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.92 net.
Excellent illustrations, big print and not too much of it, good page layout, and a
R simple, accurate presentation make a fine first book on the subject. There's a bit of
1-2 background information, and then specific material on eleven dinosaurs, each topic
beginning with the pronunciation ("BRACHIOSAURUS. This is how to say it
-brack-ee-oh-SAW-russ.") and describing each kind of dinosaur.
Parker, Richard. A Time to Choose; A Story of Suspense. Harper, 1974. 151p. Trade ed.
$5.50; Library ed. $5.79 net.
A familiar theme, the bridge between two time-periods, is used adroitly in a story
R that begins with two young people in a contemporary setting. Stephen has caught a
6-9 glimpse of a different landscape as he drives along the top of a ride; his friend Mary
has heard, as he has, voices that sound familiar and are heard in limbo, as if they
were in one's head. Not until the sixth chapter does the story move to the future
world, a world so sensible and peaceful that Stephen's world (and ours) seems in
contrast cluttered and noisy, pressure-ridden and hostile. The plot knits the two
times together nicely, with firmly drawn characters in each, and the ending is both
logical and surprising.
Place, Marian (Templeton). On the Track of Bigfoot; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1974.
156p. $4.25.
A survey of the facts and theories that have convinced many people that a giant
humanoid creature exists in in the mountains of the Pacific Northwest is illustrated
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Ad with photographs, some of casts that have been made of 17-inch footprints and one
6-8 that seems to be Bigfoot in the flesh. While there is always an appeal in a subject so
bizarre, the reports of sightings tend to be repetitive and the findings tentative. The
writing style is competent, the material well-organized; the book makes an interest-
ing companion to Bigfoot, a fictional account by Hal Evarts. A divided bibliography
and an index are appended.
Prelutsky, Jack. Circus; illus. by Arnold Lobel. Macmillan, 1974. 26p. $5.95.
Although this hasn't the sense of fun that has distinguished earlier Prelutsky
R books, the combination of subject appeal, extravagant descriptive verse, and the
K-3 colorful ebullience of the illustrations should captivate the read-aloud audience. Al-
most every exciting circus act is portrayed: the human cannonball, the trapeze artist,
the clowns and jugglers, the performing animals (with one nice set of paired verses
from the lion and the lion tamer), and all the razzle-dazzle of the circus parade.
Quackenbush, Robert, illus. Clementine. Lippincott, 1974. 30p. $4.95.
Simply scored music is provided at the back of the book for the innumerable verses
Ad of an old favorite, two verses, in which Clementine's fate is changed, being added by
3-5 Quackenbush; and there are instructions for gold prospectors as well: where to look,
how to pan for gold, how to stake a claim, etc. The picture book format and the
advice on panning for gold don't seem relevant for the same audience, but the
bouncy rhythm of the verses is still appealing, and the illustrations, colorful and
humorous, have the flavor of stills from silent films.
Raboff, Ernest. Frederic Remington; by Adeline Peter and Ernest Raboff; ed. by Bradley
Smith. Doubleday, 1973. 31p. illus. (Art for Children). $4.95.
A book about the American artist whose paintings and sculpture are a major
M contribution to the art heritage depicting the Western Frontier has a brief biography
4-6 that precedes a series of comments on individual works, some reproduced in color.
While some of the text analyzes the work of Remington, much of it seems gratuitous
interpretation; for example, after pointing out some of the details in the painting
"Hauling in the Gill Net," the authors state, "We can clearly sense the physical
strength required to paddle a frail canoe in such choppy water, to haul up the water-
soaked net heavy with fish and to keep from tipping the shallow craft into the water.
These experienced men were able to succeed in a harsh environment." The text is
hand-printed, with some words in larger size and with some in different colors, a very
confusing and unattractive device that adds to reading difficulty and that competes
with the illustrations for visual attention-a weakness particularly irritating in an art
book.
Rau, Margaret. The People's Republic of China; illus. with photographs. Messner, 1974.
128p. Trade ed. $7.25; Library ed. $6.64 net.
A brisk and objective overview, by an author who was born in China and lived
R there for many years, includes both historical background and a description of life in
5-7 China today. Rau deals competently with historical material and discusses internal
politics and international relations lucidly. Such topics are covered in many other
books about China, however; what is less usual is the coverage (at this reading level,
particularly) of the contemporary scene: education, military training, widespread
interest in sports and the revival of ancient crafts, the patterns of urban and rural
family life, medicine, agriculture, and other aspects of the problems, prowess, and
activities of the 700,000,000 citizens of the People's Republic. An index is appended.
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Rockwell, Anne. Gift for a Gift. Parents' Magazine, 1974. 34p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.19 net.
A tale in the folk tradition is illustrated with pictures that have the delicate details
Ad of a Persian miniature. The story has a reinforced-wave structure, a little disappoint-
K-3 ing in the ending, since the humble man whose initial generosity brings happiness to
others has no part. A poor grasscutter uses all his savings to buy a beautiful bracelet
and asks a merchant to take it to the most beautiful lady he knows. The merchant
does, but tells her it came from a nobleman; she sends a finer gift, each tries to outdo
the other, and eventually curiosity brings the two together and they wed. The writing
style is adequate but the story line is weak.
Rolerson, Darrell. A Boy Called Plum; illus by Ted. Lewin. Dodd, 1974. 147 p. $4.50.
The story of a small boy's summer on a Maine coastal farm is quietly paced,
SpR imbued with senuous awareness of the beauty of the open sky, the colors of foods,
5-7 the scent and sound of country life. Plum lives with his grandparents, aware that
there is something untold in his story and sharply aware that his Aunt Lucy doesn't
want her children to associate with him, although he and her son Everard are best
friends. Plum raises a baby heron, ties it to keep the bird from flying away, and
later--sadly-lets his pet go off. His Aunt Lucy venomously tells him that his mother
has shamed the family, that he is illegitimate, but Plum is wrapped by the love of his
grandparents and not truly hurt. The story is beautifully written, but the lack of
action may limit its audience to those readers who appreciate the flavor of the setting
and the nuance of style.
Scott, Jack Denton. Loggerhead Turtle; Survivor from the Sea; photographs by Ozzie Sweet.
Putnam, 1974. 58p. $6.95.
Like Victor Scheffer's Little Calf, this is both a poetic essay and an impressively
R informative book about a marine creature. The photographs are excellent and are
5- nicely integrated with the text. Scott describes in vivid prose the lumbering, fero-
cious looking loggerhead turtle on land, laboriously scraping a nest and laying her
eggs-and waddling back to the sea to move with grace and power in her watery
element. As background for his description of the habits and habitat of the log-
gerhead, he discusses the endurance of a creature that has survived almost un-
changed for 150 million years, the dangers it faces today, and the conservation work
that is being done to protect it. A fine book.
Selsam, Millicent (Ellis). A First Look at Birds; by Millicent E. Selsam and Joyce Hunt; illus.
by Harriet Springer. Walker, 1973. 36p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.85 net.
Clearly drawn pictures, some in color, are nicely integrated with a simply written
R text, much of it comprising directions addressed to the reader. Since the drawings are
2-4 explicit, it seems redundant to ask the reader "How can you tell them apart? The
hawk is usually a smaller bird," when the pictures show a large bird (an eagle) and
smaller one. However, any reader will be encouraged; he can answer every question.
In the course of the text, the authors bring out such facts as differences in birds' feet
and how they are adapted for the way they live, differences in beaks, different ways
of holding the wings in flight. The book encourages comparison and observation.
Shannon, Terry. Windows in the Sea; New Vehicles that Scan the Ocean Depths; by Terry
Shannon and Charles Payzant; illus. with photographs and drawings. Childrens
Press, 1973. 78p. Trade ed. $6.39; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A description of the new panoramic view submersibles that have been constructed
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R and operated since the authors' The Sea Searchers (1968). Profusely illustrated with
5-8 photographs, the book gives details of the machines that have been used for various
scientific purposes in exploring the flora and fauna of the ocean depths; some sub-
mersibles have been designed to investigate pollution, some are used for sight-seeing,
and one project uses trained sea lions in conjunction with a manned observation
vehicle for retrieving objects on the sea floor. Fascinating stuff. An index is ap-
pended.
Sturner, Fred. What Did You Do When You Were A Kid? Pastimes From Past Times; by
Fred Sturner with Adolph Seltzer; illus. by Bill Charmatz. St. Martin's, 1973. 121p.
$6.95.
Although this seems to be directed to adults ("Our children are growing up today
R . .") it is written with informality and zest, and the directions of making toys
5- (skateboards, wagons, dart games, etc.) are easy to follow and require no expensive
components. Most of the materials are cast-offs like old hats, discarded roller skates,
or orange crates. The directions for playing such games as stoop ball, jacks, ring-
olevio, or territory are simple. Most of the text can be used by children in the middle
grades, and much of it can be used by adults working with-or playing with-
younger children. The book has a bit of nostalgia and many good ideas for inexpen-
sive homemade fun, but it would be even more useful if it had either a table of
contents or an index.
Sundh, Kerstin. Augusta Can Do Anything! tr. by Ann Pyk; illus. by Lisbeth Holmberg.
Putnam, 1974. 108p. $3.96.
No, not a feminist story, but a nonsensical tale about an eccentric professor-
M inventor and his computer Augusta. Professor Qluring comes to the village of Op-
3-4 pelunda with a series of inventions that he foists on the inhabitants: a barber's
machine that molds all the men's faces so that they look identical, a painting machine
that deprives the town painter of the work he enjoys, et cetera. All the while, the
Professor is tinkering with Augusta and improving her; she sings, she brags, she
whines for a saxophone, she grows arms and legs, and finally she runs off, having
fallen in love with a wandering musician. There's some humor in some of the situa-
tions, but the repetition of concepts and incidents becomes tedious; the writing style
is adequate in translation, but the plot is slight, dependent more on contrivance than
imaginative development.
Suteyev, V. Mushroom in the Rain; ad. from the Russian by Mirra Ginsburg; illus. by Jose
Aruego and Ariane Dewey. Macmillan, 1974. 29p. $4.95.
An ant huddles under a mushroom, sheltering from the rain; he makes room for a
R very wet butterfly, and then there follow a mouse, a sparrow, and a rabbit that is
4-6 being chased by a fox. The fox says he smells rabbit, but the others-hiding the
yrs. rabbit-say that's silly, there isn't room for a rabbit. The fox trots off, the rain stops.
Then the ant wonders how did they all fit when he found the mushroom just covered
him at first? Do you know what happens to a mushroom in the rain, the text asks, and
tells the reader on the last page. "It grows!" Purists may frown at the idea of a
mushroom that large, but the read-aloud audience will enjoy the concept, the simplic-
ity of the story, the outwitting of the fox. And readers-aloud will join them in ap-
preciation of the flowers, the animals gamboling amid flowers when the sun comes
out, and the wildly colorful, gigantic mushrooms that fill the final pages.
Thompson, David H. The Penguin: Its Life Cycle. Sterling, 1974. 64p. illus. $5.95.
A study of the habits and habitat of the penguin is based on the author's research
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R done during three summers at a penguin rookery. Although not all of the photographs
4-7 are clear in detail, they give a great deal of information, making the textual descrip-
tions of such activities as courting and territorial defense much more lucid. While the
writing style is often stiff, the book gives more explicit details about penguins than
usually are found in books for young readers, particularly in discussions of the ways
in which chicks are fed, recognized, or-if they approach an adult penguin that is not
one of their parents-spurned. A one-page index is appended.
Von Wartburg, Ursula. The Workshop Book of Knitting. Atheneum, 1973. 148p. illus. $8.95.
Written simply enough for children, but useful for adult beginners, this excellent
R book of knitting instructions is illustrated by clear photographs and useful diagrams.
5- The author, who teaches handwork to children, begins with basic facts about casting
on, row knitting, making a slip knot, et cetera; she also gives information about the
different kinds of yarn and needles, and about rectifying errors. The major part of the
book is devoted to specific knitting projects, beginning with a bookmark and increas-
ing in complexity. The directions are clear; the step-by-step instructions include
opportunity for inventive modifications by the knitter who has gained experience. An
index is appended.
Waters, John F. Hungry Sharks; illus. by Ann Dalton. T. Y. Crowell, 1974. 33p. $3.95.
A continuous text is written in straightforward style and with a simple but exact
Ad use of language. The discussions of shark anatomy, of responses to sound and
2-3 movement in the water, and of the voracity of this predatory fish are all linked to its
hunting for food. The area of information is narrow, but it is adequately covered; the
illustrations are attractive, but often the details are too blurred to be informative.
Weil, Lisl. The Funny Old Bag. Parent's Magazine, 1974. 36p. illus. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.19 net.
Not strong on plot, but this low-keyed story about a group of city children has
Ad several positive factors: it's realistic in depicting the group clown, it hints at the fact
K-3 that one shouldn't prejudge, and it gives a nod-and-beck to the elderly. The pictures
are sprightly, the writing style more sedate. Joel and his friends, particularly Howie
the clown, are curious about the old couple in Joel's building, Mr. and Mrs.
Gugelhupf, especially curious about the odd-shaped black bag that Mr. Gugelhupf
carries everywhere, even when he goes to the park with his wife to feed the birds and
squirrels. The children make fun of the old people until Howie is hurt, and the old
man helps him with medicines and dressings from his bag, an old-fashioned doctor's
satchel. A cocoa feast and a new rapport end the story. Weak points: the fact that the
man is called "Mister"; even retired physicians retain the title of "Doctor," and the
fact that the elderly doctor "out of habit" never goes anywhere without his black
bag.
Wilder, Laura (Ingalls). West from Home; Letters of Laura Ingalls Wilder, San Francisco,
1915; ed. by Roger Lea Macbride; Historical Setting by Margot Patterson Doss.
Harper, 1974. 168p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
For all those who have been loving fans of Laura Ingalls Wilder, this compilation
R of letters should be pure delight. Years before she wrote the "Little House" books,
6- Laura visited her daughter Rose in San Francisco; it was 1915, the year that the city
was mounting a world's fair, and Laura spent much time visiting there and getting her
daughter's help (Rose was a newspaperwoman) in the craft of writing. Laura thought
she might make a little extra money if she could sell some articles. Her letters are to
her husband, Manly, and they are enjoyable not only for the Laura they reveal, not
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only for the small touches that surprise (the nice Austrian musician Rose interviews
turns out to be Fritz Kreisler, the "little artist girl" Laura meets proves to be Berta
Hader) but also for the vivid way in which the letters reflect the place and the period.
Woodburn, John H. The Whole Earth Energy Crisis; Our Dwindling Sources of Energy.
Putnam, 1973. 189p. illus. $4.89.
A discussion of the sources of energy, the problems that they create (air pollution
Ad from the use of coal, for example), the ways in which they are made available for use,
6-9 and the concern over depletion of resources is prefaced by an overview of the present
energy crisis. Woodburn begins with a description of the machinery in an elaborate
Bavarian clock and unfortunately continues, after comparing dwindling energy sup-
plies to the run-down clock, to refer to the "Whole earth windup toy." The text,
adequately written and well-organized, concludes with a survey of the complex
situation with which today's world is faced: finite resources, expanding economies,
and intricate problems that are financial, international, and legal. An index is ap-
pended.
Wright, Dare. Look at a Calf. Random House, 1974. 38p. illus. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed.
$4.39 net.
An oversize book with big, clear photographs has a rather misleading title, since
Ad the text is more about dairy cows and the dairy farmer than about calves. The text
K-3 begins with the newborn calf nursing and being weaned, and moves on quickly to a
discussion of the value of cows; it goes back to the growing calf, then describes the
cow's digestive system and eating habits; it concludes with a comparison of milking
by hand and by machine. The continuous text is not well-organized, but it is written
in a simple, direct style, it is informative, and the photographs are excellent.
Zalewski, Ted. Bobby Hull; The Golden Jet; illus. by John Nelson. Creative Education/
Childrens Press, 1974. 31p. $6.60.
A biography of one of hockey's greatest stars will have some appeal to the young
M fans of the game no matter how it is written, but this is weakened considerably both
4-6 by the writing style, which is pedestrian and often awkward, and by the flat contriv-
ance of the earlier part of the book, in which Hull's childhood is described. The
dialogue is static, the tone effusive.
Zindel, Paul. Let Me Hear You Whisper; a play by Paul Zindel; drawings by Stephen Gammell.
Harper, 1974. 44p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A touching and trenchant short play in two acts, Let Me Hear You Whisper was
R very effective on television but makes technical demands that would strain the
7- capabilities of ameteur production. Nevertheless, it reads beautifully, with good
dialogue and characterization, an original plot, and a theme that should appeal to
young people. A cleaning woman who has just begun working for an experimental
biology laboratory learns that the dolphin in a laboratory tank has failed to learn to
talk and is therefore to be killed. Helen is a gentle, ingenuous person who has
chattered with pity and affection to the dolphin. And it talks to her when they are
alone, although it will not speak to the staff. She learns that the dolphin knows it was
meant to be used for warfare and would not cooperate; the dolphin tells her of a plan:
she must get him into a large hamper and take him to the sea. Helen is caught talking
to the dolphin, which she's been told not to do, and dismissed. The dolphin says one
word, "love," and everybody hears it. If Helen can be brought back and the dolphin
speaks to her again, it will not be killed . .. but it is too late, an angry Helen will not
return.
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Deenie. Blume. 123.
Deep Dives of Stanley Whale. Benchley. 3.
Delilah. Hart. 130.
DELTON. Two Good Friends. 174.
DE PAOLA. Andy (That's My Name). 93.
S"Charlie Needs a Cloak". 156.
- Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs.
24.
DEVANEY. Gil Hodges. 76.
DICKENS. Great Fire. 77.
DICKINSON. Dancing Bear. 61.
DICKSON, G. Alien Art. 25.
DICKSON, L. Wilderness Man; The Strange
Story of Grey Owl. 126.
Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are?
Seuss. 149.
Digging Up the Bible Lands. Harker. 31.
Dinosaur Time. Parish. 183.
Dirty Dinky and Other Creatures; Poems for
Children. Roethke. 70.
DISTAD. Dakota Sons. 25.
Do Bears Have Mothers, Too? Fisher and Carle.
142.
DOBRIN. Going to Moscow and Other Stories.
127.
. Jillions of Gerbils. 61.
-- . Josephine's 'magination. 25.
Dr. Merlin's Magic Shop. Corbett. 155.
Dog Story. Lyons. 81.
DOMANSKA, illus. Little Red Hen. 62.
DONOVAN. Remove Protective Coating a Lit-
tle at a Time. 62.
Don't Ride the Bus on Monday; The Rosa Parks
Story. Meriwether. 32.
Don't You Remember? Clifton. 92.
DORMAN. Confrontation; Politics and Protest.
141.
Down to the Beach. Garelick. 64.
Dream of Ghosts. Bonham. 153.
Dreamland Lake. Peck. 83.
DRUMMOND. Population Puzzle; Overcrowd-
ing and Stress Among Animals and Men. 6.
DU BOIS. Mother Goose for Christmas. 77.
Duffy and the Devil. Zemach. 56.
Duffy's Rocks. Fenton. 175.
Dumb Joey. Gelman. 94.
DUNCAN. I Know What You Did Last Sum-
mer. 93.
DUVOISIN. Crocodile in the Tree. 6.
. Jasmine. 108.
Eastern Religions. Seeger. 164.
Easy Gourmet Cooking for Young People and
Beginners. Kohn. 112.
Easy How-To Book. Reit. 162.
Eclipse. Branley. 107.
EDLIN. Atlas of Plant Life. 109.
EDWARDS. Dead as the Dodo. 41.
Ego-Tripping and Other Poems for Young Peo-
ple. Giovanni. 142.
18th Emergency. Byars. 4.
EISEMAN. Mafiana Is Now; The Spanish-
Speaking in the United States. 6.
Elephant Buttons. Ueno. 53.
ELGIN. Human Body: The Muscles. 41.
-- . Twenty-Eight Days. 127.
ELISOFON. Zaire: A Week in Joseph's World.
6.
ELLIS. No Man for Murder. 109.
ELTING. Helicopters at Work. 26.
ELWOOD, ed. Other Side of Tommorow; Orig-
inal Science Fiction Stories about Young
People of the Future. 141.
Emil and Piggy Beast. Lindgren. 12.
Enchanted Orchard; And Other Folktales of
Central America. Carter, ad. 39.
Endless Pavement. Jackson and Perlmutter. 96.
Energy in the World of the Future. Hellman. 158.
ENGEBRECHT. Under the Haystack. 7.
ENGLEBERT. Goats of Agadez. 62.
EPSTEIN. Hold Everything. 26.
. Look in the Mirror. 127.
ESKENAZI. Hockey. 93.
Eskimo Songs and Stories. Field, comp. 176.
Eskimos. Bringle. 74.
ESP; The Search Beyond the Senses. Cohen.
155.
ESTES. Coat-Hanger Christmas Tree. 41.
Estuaries; Where Rivers Meet the Sea. Pringle.
100.
Evans. JD. 7.
Everything Under a Mushroom. Krauss. 180.
Evolution of a Scientist; The Two Worlds of
Theodosius Dobzhansky. Land. 11.
EWEN. Opera; Its Story Told Through the
Lives and Works of its Foremost Compos-
ers; vol. 1. 7.
---. Orchestral Music; Its Story Told
Through the Lives and Works of its
Foremost Composers. 141.
Exploring the Brain. Silverstein. 71.
Eye Winker, Tom Tinker, Chin Chopper; Fifty
Musical Fingerplays. Glazer. 110.
F. Scott Fitzgerald and the American Dream.
Fahey. 63.
FAHEY. F. Scott Fitzgerald and the American
Dream. 63.
FALKNER. For Jefferson and Liberty; The
United States in War and Peace 1800-1815.
8.
Family Book of Crafts. Hellegers, comp. and
Kallem, comp. 96.
Famous Firsts in Medicine. Crook. 174.
Fanny Kemble's America. Scott. 52.
Fantastic Feats of Dr. Boox. Davies. 156.
FARMER. Story of Persephone. 175.
Father Christmas. Briggs. 38.
FATIO. Hector Penguin. 127.
Favorite Fairy Tales Told in India. Haviland,
comp. 66.
FECHER. Leopard Dagger. 77.
FEDER. Candlemaking Design Book. 175.
Felicia the Critic. Conford. 108.
Femi and Old Grandaddie. Robinson. 17.
FENTEN. Gardening... Naturally. 109.
. Ms.-M.D. 8.
FENTON. Duffy's Rocks. 175.
Fiddlestrings. De Angeli. 141.
Field, comp. Eskimo Songs and Stories. 176.
FIFE. Little Park. 128.
Figgie Hobbin. Causley. 154.
Figure of Speech. Mazer. 82.
Find Out About Glass. Carlisle. 23.
Firerose. Jeschke. 179.
First Look at Birds. Selsam and Hunt. 185.
First Sign of Winter. Christian. 91.
FISHER, A. Do Bears Have Mothers, Too?
142.
FISHER, L. Homemakers. 128.
. Warlock of Westfall. 176.
FISK. Trillions. 26.
FITZGERALD. Great Brain Reforms. 77.
Five Great Religions. Rice. 162.
FLANDERS. Captain Noah and His Floating
Zoo. 26.
Flash the Dash. Freeman. 63.
Fleas. Cole. 5.
FLEISCHMAN. McBroom the Rainmaker.
128.
FLEMING. Benjamin Franklin. 63.
Flight of Sparrows. Brown. 38.
FLOETHE. Houses Around the World. 109.
Flood of Creatures. Ipcar. 145.
FLORA. Stewed Goose. 78.
FLORY. We'll Have a Friend for Lunch. 176.
Flying Shoes. Jameson. 45.
Folk Stories of the South. Jagendorf. 66.
Follow a Fisher. Pringle. 50.
FOLSOM. Red Power on the Rio Grande; The
Native American Revolution of 1680. 27.
Food Chains and Ecosystems; Ecology for
Young Experimenters. Schwartz. 164.
Fools of Chelm and Their History. Singer. 101.
For Jefferson and Liberty; The United States in
War and Peace 1800-1815. Falkner. 8.
FORSMAN. From Lupita's Hill. 42.
FOSTER. World of William Penn. 42.
Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain. Alexan-
der. 122.
Four-Ring-Three. Bourne. 3.
FOX, M. Vixie, The Story of a Little Fox. 142.
FOX. P. Good Ethan. 8.
--. Slave Dancer. 77.
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Freddy's Book. Neufeld. 116.
Frederic Remington. Raboff and Peter. 184.
FREEMAN. Flash the Dash. 63.
FRESCHET. Bear Mouse. 63.
. Year on Muskrat Marsh. 176.
Friend in the Park. Baldwin. 122.
Friendly Woods. House. 144.
Friends. Guy. 111.
FRITZ. And Then What Happened, Paul Re-
vere? 109.
Frog on His Own. Mayer, illus. 133.
From Lupita's Hill. Forsman. 42.
FROMAN. Less Than Nothing Is Really Some-
thing. 78.
FULLE. Lanterns for Fiesta. 94.
Funny Old Bag. Weil. 187.
GALDONE, illus. Little Red Hen. 63.
GALLOB. City Rocks, City Blocks, and the
Moon. 128.
Games (And How to Play Them). Rockwell. 85.
GANS. Millions and Millions of Crystals. 27.
GARDAM. Summer After the Funeral. 128.
Gardening... Naturally. Fenten. 109.
GARELICK. Down to the Beach. 64.
-- . Runaway Plane. 42.
GARFIELD. Golden Shadow. 78.
. Sound of Coaches. 176.
Gargoyles, Monsters and Other Beasts. Rieger.
33.
GARNER. Red Shift. 142.
GASIOROWICZ. Mime Alphabet Book. 177.
GAUSE. Matu and Matsue. 177.
GELMAN. Dumb Joey. 94.
George and Martha Encore. Marshall. 82.
Georgie Goes West. Bright. 107.
Gerbil for a Friend. Pape. 69.
Gertrude Stein; A Biography. Greenfeld. 43.
Gertrude Stein Is Gertrude Stein Is Gertrude
Stein; Her Life and Work. Rogers. 51.
GETZOFF. Natural Cook's First Book; A
Natural Foods Cookbook for Beginners.
129.
Ghost of Thomas Kempe. Lively. 81.
Giant Panda Book. Hiss. 111.
Giants; and Other Plays for Kids. Hoff. 10.
Giants, Indeed! Kahl. 179.
Gift for a Gift. Rockwell. 185.
Gift for the Children. Buck. 90.
Gil Hodges. Devaney. 76.
GILL. Boy Who Sailed Around the World
Alone. 156.
GINSBURG, ad. Mushroom in the Rain. 186.
- , tr. Lazies; Tales of the Peoples of Rus-
sia. 78.
--- , tr. Three Kittens. 42.
GIOVANNI. Ego-Tripping and Other Poems
for Young People. 142.
Girls Are Equal Too; The Women's Movement
for Teenagers. Carlson. 91.
Glassblower's Children. Gripe. 9.
GLASSER. Bongo Bradley. 110.
GLAZER. Eye Winker, Tim Tinker, Chin
Chopper; Fifty Musical Fingerplays. 110.
Glory in the Flower. Johnston. 179.
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GLUBOK. Art of America from Jackson to Lin-
coln. 129.
. Art of China. 8.
Goats of Agadez. Englebert. 62.
GOBHAI, illus. To Your Good Health; A Rus-
sian Folk Tale from the Andrew Lang Ver-
sion. 143.
GOBLE. Lone Bull's Horse Raid. 143.
GOETZ. Lakes. 78.
Going to Moscow and Other Stories. Dobrin.
127.
GOLD. Young Prince and the Magic Cone. 64.
Golden Shadow. Garfield and Blishen. 78.
GOLDREICH. What Can She Be? A Lawyer.
64.
. What Can She Be? A Newscaster. 156.
Good Ethan. Fox. 8.
Good Guys and the Bad Buys. Molarsky. 83.
Good Night Little ABC. Kraus. 11.
Good Night Little One. Kraus. 11.
Good Night Richard Rabbit. Kraus. 11.
Good, Says Jerome. Clifton. 155.
GOODALL, illus. Paddy's Evening Out. 129.
Goodbye to Bedlam; Understanding Mental Ill-
ness and Retardation. Langone. 180.
Goodbye to the Purple Sage. Benedict. 22.
Gorilla Did It. Hazen. 178.
GOVERN. Ice Cream Next Summer. 79.
GRAHAM, M. Benjy's Dog House. 94.
GRAHAM, R. Boy Who Sailed Around the
World Alone. 156.
GRAMATKY. Little Toot on the Mississippi.
64.
Grand National. Tunis. 151.
GRANT. Hey, Look at Me! A City ABC. 143.
GRAY. Keep an Eye on Kevin; Safety Begins at
Home. 43.
Great Bicycle Book. Sarnoff and Ruffins. 51.
Great Brain Reforms. Fitzgerald. 77.
Great Escape or The Sewer Story. Lippman. 97.
Great Fire. Dickens. 77.
Great Swedish Fairy Tales. Lundbergh, tr. and
Bauer, illus. 133.
Green Grass and White Milk. Aliki. 169.
GREENE, B. Summer of My German Soldier.
94.
GREENE, C. Isabelle the Itch. 95.
GREENE, E. Clever Cooks; A Concoction of
Stories, Charms, Recipes, and Riddles. 110.
GREENFELD. Gertrude Stein; A Biography.
43.
GREENFIELD. Rosa Parks. 157.
Greentail Mouse. Lionni. 132.
GREENWALD. Secret Museum. 177.
Greenwitch. Cooper. 173.
GREISMAN. Perfect Speller. 166.
GRIESE. At the Mouth of the Luckiest River. 8.
GRIFALCONI. Matter with Lucy; An Album.
9.
GRIMM. Cat and Mouse Who Shared a House.
177.
Clever Kate. 129.
--- . Grimm's Fairy Tales. 95.
-- . Juniper Tree and Other Tales from
Grimm. 110.
--- . King Grisly-Beard. 95.
. Story of Tom Thumb. 65.
-- . Tom Thumb. 65.
Grimm's Fairy Tales. Grimm and Rackham,
illus. 95.
GRIPE. Glassblower's Children. 9.
GROSS. Book About Pandas. 111.
GROSSET WORLD ATLAS. 79.
GROSSMAN. Rage to Die. 65.
Growing Up in a Hurry. Madison. 133.
GUTMAN. Hank Aaron. 43.
GUY. Friends. 111.
HABENSTREIT. "To My Brother Who Did a
Crime . . ."; Former Prisoners Tell Their
Stories In Their Own Words. 143.
HAHN. Recycling; Re-Using Our World's Solid
Wastes. 79.
HALE. Owl's Song. 178.
HALEY. Jack Jouett's Ride. 95.
Half-Brothers. Lawrence. 97.
HALL, E. Why We Do What We Do; A Look at
Psychology. 157.
HALL, L. To Catch a Tartar. 27.
HALL, M. Other Girl. 178.
HALLINAN. We're Very Good Friends, My
Brother and I. 43.
Halloween Parade. Lystad. 114.
HAMBERGER. Sleepless Day. 65.
HAMBLIN. Buried Cities and Ancient Trea-
sures. 130.
Hamburger Book; All about Hamburgers and
Hamburger Cookery. Perl. 161.
Hammer of Thunder. Pyk, ad. 17.
Hammond Nature Atlas of America. Clement.
126.
Handtalk; An ABC of Finger Spelling & Sign
Language. Charlip, Beth, and Ancona. 139.
Hank Aaron. Gutman. 43.
HARKER. Digging Up the Bible Lands. 31.
HARNETT. Writing on the Hearth. 9.
HARRIS, C. Once More Upon a Totem. 43.
HARRIS, D. House Mouse. 27.
HART. Delilah. 130.
HAUGAARD, tr. Complete Fairy Tales and
Stories. 122.
Haunted Ghost. Byfield. 4.
HAUTZIG. Cool Cooking; 16 recipes Without a
Stove. 95.
- . Let's Make More Presents; Easy and
Inexpensive Gifts for Every Occasion. 157.
Have You Seen My Cat? Carle. 38.
HAVILAND, comp. Favorite Fairy Tales Told
in India. 66.
HAWKINS. Candies, Cookies, Cakes. 161.
HAWKINSON. Ball of Clay. 157.
HAYNES. Cowslip. 79.
HAYS. Little Yellow Fur. 157.
HAYWOOD. "C" Is for Cupcake. 178.
HAZEN. Gorilla Did It. 178.
Heads You Win, Tails I Lose. Holland. 80.
Heat and Fire. Scott. 149.
Hector Penguin. Fatio. 127.
HELFMAN. Making Pictures Without Paint.
44.
Helicopters at Work. Elting and Steigler. 26.
HELLEGERS, Comp. Family Book of Crafts.
96.
HELLMAN. Energy in the World of the Future.
158.
Henry the Castaway. Taylor. 102.
Here Comes Herb's Hurricane! Stevenson. 150.
Here Is Alaska. Stefansson. 118.
HERO ain't nothin' but a Sandwich. Childress.
91.
He's My Brother. Lasker. 159.
HESS. Snail's Pace. 158.
Hey, Look at Me! A City ABC. Grant. 143.
HIEATT, ad. Castle of Ladies. 44.
HILDICK. Kids Commune. 44.
HIRSCH. Meter Means Measure; The Story of
the Metric System. 144.
HIRSH. Ben Goes Into Business. 28.
HISS. Giant Panda Book. 111.
HOBAN. Letitia Rabbit's String Song. 9.
HOBERMAN. Looking Book. 96.
. Raucous Auk; A Menagerie of Poems.
130.
Hockey. Eskenazi. 93.
Hockey Talk for Beginners. Liss. 98.
HODGES, ad. Persephone and the Springtime.
28.
HOFF. Giants; and Other Plays for Kids. 10.
. Walk Past Ellen's House. 144.
HOFFMANN, illus. Tom Thumb. 65.
Hold Everything. Epstein. 26.
HOLDER. Talking Totem Poles. 144.
HOLLAND. Heads You Win, Tails I Lose. 80.
HOLMAN. I Hear You Smiling and Other
Poems. 96.
Home Run Trick. Corbett. 5.
Homemakers. Fisher. 128.
HOOVER. Children of Morrow. 28.
HOPF. Biography of an Ant. 178.
HOUSE. Friendly Woods. 144.
House Mouse. Harris. 27.
House on Liberty Street. Weik. 19.
House that Jack Built. Chwast, illus. 92.
House with a Clock in Its Walls. Bellairs. 37.
Houses Around the World. Floethe. 109.
HOUSTON. Kiviok's Magic Journey; An Es-
kimo Legend. 130.
How a Rock Came to Be in a Fence on a Road
Near a Town. Ruchlis. 148.
How Did We Find Out About Numbers?
Asimov. 105.
How Does a Czar Eat Potatoes? Rose. 135.
How Does It Get There? Sullivan. 119.
How the Doctor Knows You're Fine. Cobb. 76.
HOWELL. Splash and Flow. 80.
Human Body: The Muscles. Elgin. 41.
Hungry Sharks. Waters. 187.
HUNT, B. Skunks. 80.
HUNT, J. First Look at Birds. 185.
HURD. Mother Whale. 111.
HURLIMANN, ad. Cat and Mouse Who
Shared a House. 177.
HUTCHINS, P. Wind Blew. 158.
HUTCHINS, R. Bug Clan. 44.
HYDE. VD: The Silent Epidemic. 10.
I Am. Lisker. 132.
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I Do Not Like It When My Friend Comes to
Visit. Sherman. 71.
I Hear You Smiling and Other Poems. Holman.
96.
I Know What You Did Last Summer. Duncan.
93.
I Once Knew an Indian Woman. Cutler. 41.
I See a Song. Carle. 59.
I Want to Be a Hockey Player. Baker. 89.
I Want to Be a Lawyer. Baker. 2.
I Was a 98-Pound Duckling. Van Leeuwen. 19.
Ice Cream Next Summer. Govern. 79.
Ice Magic. Christopher. 91.
If I Were a Cricket . . Mizumura. 133.
If You Were an Ant. . . Brenner. 74.
I'll Protect You from the Jungle Beasts. Alexan-
der. 137.
Imagination Greene. Ormondroyd. 69.
In Africa. Bernheim. 3.
In Search of a Sandhill Crane. Robertson. 69.
In the Company of Clowns. Bacon. 58.
In the Eye of the Teddy. Asch. 22.
Inside Jazz. Collier. 140.
International Visual Dictionary. Daniels. ed. 93.
Into Exile. Lingard. 113.
Into the Woods; Exploring the Forest Ecosys-
tem. Pringle. 148.
Introducing Archaeology. Magnusson. 31.
Introducing Needlepoint. Lightbody. 160.
IPCAR. Flood of Creatures. 145.
-- . Queen of Spells. 45.
Isabelle the Itch. Greene. 95.
Island of the Skog. Kellogg. 146.
It's Raining Said John Twaining; Danish Nur-
sery Rhymes. Bodecker, tr. 124.
Jack Jouett's Ride. Haley. 95.
Jack Kent's Twelve Days of Christmas. Kent. 46.
JACKSON, JACQUELINE. Endless Pave-
ment. 96.
JACKSON, JESSE. Black in America; A Fight
for Freedom. 130.
JACKSON, K., ed. Story of Christmas. 123.
JAGENDORF. Folk Stories of the South. 66.
JAMES. Archeology of Ancient Egypt. 31.
JAMESON. Flying Shoes. 45.
Janey. Zolotow. 56.
JANICE. Little Bear's New Year's Party. 66.
Japan: A Week in Daisuke's World. Sternberg.
52.
JARRELL. Knee-Baby. 145.
Jasmine. Duvoisin. 108.
Jason and the Money Tree. Levitin. 180.
Jazz Ambassador: Louis Armstrong. Sanders.
17.
JD. Evans. 7.
JEFFERS, illus. Three Jovial Huntsmen. 116.
Jennifer's Walk. Carriere. 39.
Jenny and the Cat Club. Averill. 22.
Jenny's Revenge. Baldwin. 170.
JENSEN. Days of Courage; A Medieval Adven-
ture. 96.
Jersey Shore. Mayne. 14.
JESCHKE. Firerose. 179.
Jesse Owens. Kaufman. 28.
Jesus Song. Knudson. 10.
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Jillions of Gerbils. Dobrin. 61.
Joanna Runs Away. LaFarge. 147.
Joe Kaufman's Book About Busy People. Kauf-
man. 111.
JOHNSON, E. V.D. 131.
JOHNSON, F. Big Bears. 131.
JOHNSON, H. Let's Bake Bread. 45.
JOHNSTON, J. Speak Up, Edie! 179.
JOHNSTON, N. Glory in the Flower. 179.
JONES. Big Star Fallin' Mama; Five Women in
Black Music. 145.
Josephine's 'magination. Dobrin. 25.
Juan Bobo and the Pig; A Puerto Rican Folktale
Retold. Chardiet, ad. 125.
Juniper Tree and Other Tales from Grimm.
Grimm, Segal, tr., and Sendak, illus. 110.
Jupiter; The Largest Planet. Asimov. 1.
Just a Box? Chernoff. 139.
KAHL. Giants. Indeed! 179.
KALINA. Air. The Invisible Ocean. 45.
KALLEM, comp. Family Book of Crafts. 96.
KANTROWITZ. When Violet Died. 158.
KAUFMAN, J. Joe Kaufman's Book about
Busy People. 111.
KAUFMAN, M. Jesse Owens. 28.
. Rooftops & Alleys; Adventures with a
City Kid. 66.
KAVALER. Life Battles Cold. 145.
KAY. Sex and the Young Teen-ager. 146.
KEATS. Pssst! Doggie-. 46.
- . Skates! 131.
Keep an Eye on Kevin; Safety Begins at Home.
Gray. 43.
KELEN. Mr. Nonsense; A life of Edward Lear.
66.
KELLOGG. Island of the Skog. 146.
KENEALY. Better Camping for Boys. 159.
KENT. Jack Kent's Twelve Days of Christmas.
46.
- . Mrs. Mooley. 29.
- , ad. More Fables of Aesop. 137.
KERR. Son of Someone Famous. 146.
KESSLER. Slush Slush! 97.
Kids Commune. Hildick. 44.
King Basil's Birthday. Young 168.
King Grisley-Beard. Grimm and Sendak, illus.
95.
Kiviok's Magic Journey; An Eskimo Legend.
Houston. 130.
KLEIN, A. Beyond Time and Matter; A Sen-
sory Look at ESP. 97.
KLEIN, M. Kremlin; Citadel of History. 67.
KLEIN, N. Confessions of an Only Child. 159.
Knee-Baby. Jarrell. 145.
KNIGHT, ed. Tomorrow and Tomorrow. 112.
Knitting for Beginners. Rubenstone. 85.
KNUDSEN. True Story of How Babies Are
Made. 147.
KNUDSON. Jesus Song. 10.
KOHN. Easy Gourmet Cooking for Young Peo-
ple and Beginners. 112.
KONIGSBURG. Proud Taste for Scarlet and
Miniver. 10.
KORINETZ. There, Far Beyond the River. 180.
KOTZWINKLE. Supreme, Superb, Exalted
and Delightful, One and Only Magic Build-
ing. 29.
KRAUS. Big Brother. 29.
--. Good Night Little ABC. 11.
--. Good Night Little One. 11.
- . Good Night Richard Rabbit. 11.
- . Poor Mister Splinterfitz! 29.
KRAUSS. Everything Under a Mushroom. 180.
Kremlin; Citadel of History. Klein. 67.
KRUSS. My Great-Grandfather, the Heroes
and I. 112.
KURELEK. Prairie Boy's Winter. 112.
Ladder Company 108. Beame. 73.
LaFARGE. Joanna Runs Away. 147.
Lake People. Berliner. 106.
Lakes. Goetz. 78.
LAMBIE. Daisy Discovers Dance. 180.
LAND. Evolution of a Scientist; The Two
Worlds of Theodosius Dobzhansky. 11.
Land of Lost Things. Walker. 53.
LANDAU. Black in America; A Fight for Free-
dom. 130.
Lands End. Stolz. 136.
LANGONE. Goodbye to Bedlam; Understand-
ing Mental Illness and Retardation. 180.
LANGSTAFF. Saint George and the Dragon; a
Mummer's Play. 113.
. Shimmy Shimmy Coke-Ca-Pop! A Col-
lection of City Children's Street Games and
Rhymes. 30.
LANGTON. Boyhood of Grace Jones. 30.
Lanterns for Fiesta. Fulle. 94.
Larbi and Leila; A Tale of Two Mice. Berson.
171.
Lasers; How They Work. Wacker. 119.
LASKER. He's My Brother. 159.
LASKEY. Cook Mates. 166.
LASSAIGNE. Van Gogh. 159.
Last Horse on the Sands. Catherall. 59.
LATHAM. Rachel Carson: Who Loved the Sea.
46.
LATTIMORE. Smiling Face. 67.
LAVINE. Wonders of the Cactus World. 160.
LAWRENCE. Half-Brothers. 97.
. Tom Ass or The Second Gift. 46.
LAWSON. Brothers and Sisters All Over This
Land; America's First Communes. 11.
Lazies; Tales of the Peoples of Russia. Gins-
burg, tr. 78.
Leaders, Laws, and Citizens; The Story of
Democracy and Government. Wise. 72.
LEAR. Whizz! 11.
LE CAIN, illus. Cinderella or The Little Glass
Slipper. 99.
LEE. Princess Hynchatti and Some Other Sur-
prises. 80.
L'ENGLE. Wind in the Door. 12.
Leopard Dagger. Fecher. 77.
Less Than Nothing Is Really Something. Fro-
man. 78.
Let Me Hear You Whisper; a play. Zindel. 188.
Letitia Rabbit's String Song. Hoban. 9.
Let's Bake Bread. Johnson. 45.
Let's Go to a Jetport. Rich. 117.
Let's Make More Presents; Easy and Inexpen-
sive Gifts for Every Occasion. Hautzig. 157.
Let's Talk about the New World of Medicine.
Martin. 82.
LEVIN. Zoo Conspiracy. 67.
LEVITIN. Jason and the Money Tree. 180.
- . Roanoke; A Novel of the Lost Colony.
113.
. Who Owns the Moon? 80.
LEVY. Nice Little Girls. 181.
. Something Queer Is Going On. 30.
LIEBERS. You Can Be a Carpenter. 131.
Life Battles Cold. Kavaler. 145.
LIGHTBODY. Introducing Needlepoint. 160.
Like and Unlike; A First Look at Classification.
Russell. 135.
LIMBURG. Watch Out, It's Poison Ivy! 30.
LINDGREN. Emil and Piggy Beast. 12.
LINEVSKI. Old Tale Carved Out of Stone. 113.
LINGARD. Across the Barricades. 46.
. Into Exile. 113.
LIONNI. Greentail Mouse. 132.
LIPPMAN. Great Escape or The Sewer Story.
97.
LISKER. Attic Witch. 67.
- .I Am. 132.
LISS. Hockey Talk for Beginners. 98.
Listen for the Fig Tree. Mathis. 182.
LISTON. Right to Know; Censorship in
America. 68.
.United States and the Soviet Union. 47.
LITCHFIELD. Your Busy Brain. 98.
---. Your Growing Cells. 114.
Little Bear's New Year's Party. Janice. 66.
Little Park. Fife. 128.
Little Red Hen. Domanska. illus. 62.
Little Red Hen. Galdone, illus. 63.
Little Toot on the Mississippi. Gramatky. 64.
Little Wood Duck. Wildsmith. 36.
Little Yellow Fur. Hays. 157.
LIVELY. Ghost of Thomas Kempe. 81.
LIVERMORE. One to Ten, Count Again. 114.
Lives of Pearl Buck; A Tale of China and
America. Block. 106.
Living in a Medieval City. Unstead. 165.
LIVINGSTON, Comp. Poems of Lewis Car-
roll. 154.
, ed. What a Wonderful Bird the Frog
Are; An Assortment of Humorous Poetry
and Verse. 12.
LLOYD. Village that Allah Forgot; A Story of
Modern Tunisia. 31.
LOBEL. Birthday for the Princess. 98.
LODEWIJK. Way Things Work; An Illustrated
Encyclopedia of Technology. 132.
Loggerhead Turtle. Scott. 185.
Lone Bull's Horse Raid. Goble. 143.
Look at a Calf. Wright. 188.
Look in the Mirror. Epstein. 127.
Looking Book. Hoberman. 96.
Lord Rex: The Lion Who Wished. McKee. 114.
Lordy, Aunt Hattie. Thomas. 19.
Lost Bear, Found Bear. Mayers. 115.
Louder and Louder; The Dangers of Noise Pol-
lution. Perera. 15.
Luke Was There. Clymer. 172.
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LUND. Paint-Box Sea. 132.
LUNDBERGH, tr. Great Swedish Fairy Tales.
133.
LYONS. Dog Story. 81.
Lysbet and the Fire Kittens. Moskin. 161.
LYSTAD. Halloween Parade. 114.
-- . That New Boy. 47.
McBroom the Rainmaker. Fleischman. 128.
MACAULAY. Cathedral; The Story of Its
Construction. 81.
McAULIFFE. What Is Fear? An Introduction
to Feelings. 70.
McCLUNG. Mice, Moose, and Men; How
Their Populations Rise and Fall. 160.
. Samson; Last of the California Griz-
zlies. 12.
McDEARMON. Day in the Life of a Sea Otter.
47.
McDERMOTT, ad. Magic Tree; A Tale from
the Congo. 13.
McGRAW. Master Cornhill. 47.
McKEE. Lord Rex: The Lion Who Wished. 114.
--- , ad. Man Who Was Going to Mind the
House. 13.
MACKENZIE. Stairs that Kept Going Down.
81.
McKILLIP. Throme of the Erril of Sherill. 82.
McNAMARA. Andy and Benny Catch a Thief.
31.
-- . Your Busy Brain. 98.
- . Your Growing Cells. 114.
MacSTRAVIC. Print Making. 160.
McTWIGAN. Learning Games for Children. 15.
MADISON. Growing Up in a Hurry. 133.
MAESTRO. Remarkable Plant in Apartment 4.
13.
Magic Tree; A Tale from the Congo. McDer-
mott, ad. 13.
MAGNUSSON. Introducing Archaeology. 31.
MAHY. Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate. 32.
. Rooms for Rent. 181.
Making Pictures Without Paint. Helfman. 44.
Man Changes the Weather. Bova. 107.
Man Who Was Going to Mind the House.
McKee, ad. 13.
Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate. Mahy. 32.
Mafiana Is Now; The Spanish-Speaking in the
United States. Eiseman. 6.
MANCHEL. Yesterday's Clowns; The Rise of
Film Comedy. 68.
MANN. My Dad Lives in a Downtown Hotel.
32.
. Secret Dog of Little Luis. 181.
Mark Spitz. Olsen. 183.
MARSHALL. George and Martha Encore. 82.
.Miss Dog's Christmas Treat. 98.
- Yummers! 13.
Martha Ann and the Mother Store. Charnley.
125.
MARTIN. Let's Talk about the New World of
Medicine. 82.
MARTINI. Mystery of the Woman in the Mir-
ror. 114.
Mary McLeod Bethune. Radford. 50.
MASSIE. Briar Rose and the Golden Eggs. 98.
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Master Cornhill. McGraw. 47.
MATHIS. Listen for the Fig Tree. 182.
Matter with Lucy; An Album. Grifalconi. 9.
Matu and Matsue. Gause. 177.
MAY. Prairie Pronghorn. 14.
.Sea Otter. 48.
MAYER, illus. Frog On His Own. 133.
--- . Mrs. Beggs and the Wizard. 147.
MAYERS. Lost Bear, Found Bear. 115.
MAYLE. "Where Did I Come From?" 68.
MAYNE. Jersey Shore. 14.
MAZER. Figure of Speech. 82.
Me and Willie and Pa; The Story of Abraham
Lincoln and His Son Tad. Monjo. 134.
Me Too. Cleaver. 60.
MEANS. Smith Valley. 99.
MELTZER. Underground Man. 14.
MERIWETHER. Don't Ride the Bus on Mon-
day; The Rosa Parks Story. 32.
MERRIAM. Out Loud. 32.
Meter Means Measure; The Story of the Metric
System. Hirsch. 144.
MEYER. Saw, Hammer and Paint; Woodwork-
ing and Finishing for Beginners. 32.
MEZEY, ed. Poems from the Hebrew. 14.
Mice, Moose, and Men; How Their Populations
Rise and Fall. McClung. 160.
MICHELSON. Atomic Energy for Human
Needs. 147.
Midnight Ghost. York. 167.
Midnight Is a Place. Aiken. 169.
Miguel Robles-So Far. Rivera. 117.
MILES. Somebody's Dog. 133.
Millie's Boy. Peck. 69.
Millions and Millions of Crystals. Gans. 27.
Mills of God. Armstrong. 57.
Mime Alphabet Book. Gasiorowicz. 177.
Minority of Members; Women in the U.S. Con-
gress. Chamberlin. 60.
Miraculous Hind; A Hungarian Legend.
Cleaver, ad. 155.
Miss Dog's Christmas Treat. Marshall. 98.
Mrs. Beggs. and the Wizard. Mayer. 147.
Mrs. Mooley. Kent. 29.
Mrs. Starling's Problem. Buck. 139.
Mr. Black Labor; The Story of A. Philip Ran-
dolph, Father of the Civil Rights Movement.
Davis. 5.
Mr. Noah and the Second Flood. Burnford. 59.
Mr. Nonsense; A Life of Edward Lear. Kelen.
66.
MITCHISON. Sunrise Tomorrow; A Story of
Botswana. 14.
MIZUMURA. If I Were a Cricket ... 133.
Mockingbird Trio. Thomas. 119.
MOHR. Nilda. 115.
MOLARSKY. Good Guys and the Bad Guys.
83.
Molly and the Giant. Werth and Watts. 36.
MOLNAR. Sherman; A Chinese-American
Child Tells His Story. 115.
MONJO. Me and Willie and Pa; The Story of
Abraham Lincoln and His Son Tad. 134.
-- . Poor Richard in France. 115.
Mooncusser's Daughter. Aiken. 105.
MOORE. All Along the Way. 160.
More Fables of Aesop. Aesop and Kent, ad. 137.
MORGAN. Boy Called Fish. 48.
. Pete. 68.
MORRIS, ed. Xerox Intermediate Dictionary.
83.
Morris Brookside, a Dog. Sharmat. 86.
MOSKIN. Lysbet and the Fire Kittens. 161.
MOTHER GOOSE. Three Jovial Huntsmen.
116.
Mother Goose for Christmas. Du Bois. 77.
Mother Whale. Hurd. 111.
Ms-M.D. Fenten. 8.
Mukasa. Nagenda. 48.
MURPHY. Thor Heyerdahl and the Reed Boat
Ra. 182.
MURRAY. Crystal Nights. 15.
Mushroom in the Rain. Suteyev and Ginsburg,
ad. 186.
My Big Book of Farm Animals. Carruth. 108.
My Childhood in Siberia. Tchernavin. 18.
My Dad Lives in a Downtown Hotel. Mann. 32.
My Doctor. Rockwell. 50.
My Grandson Lew. Zolotow. 168.
My Great-Grandfather, the Heroes and I. Krfiss.
112.
My Little Hen. Provensen. 84.
My Mama Says There Aren't Any Zombies,
Ghosts, Vampires, Creatures, Demons,
Monsters, Fiends, Goblins, or Things. Vi-
orst. 152.
My Puppy Is Born. Cole. 108.
MYERS. Apple War. 48.
Mystery of the Woman in the Mirror. Martini.
114.
NAGENDA. Mukasa. 48.
Nana Upstairs and Nana Downstairs. De Paola.
24.
Narrow Passage. Butterworth. 22.
Natural Cook's First Book; A Natural Foods
Cookbook for Beginners. Getzoff. 129.
Nature's Water Clowns; The Sea Otters. Bux-
ton. 172.
NEAL. Communication; From Stone Age to
Space Age. 182.
NEUFELD. Freddy's Book. 116.
New Water Book. Berger. 123.
NEWBOLT. Rilloby-Rill. 161.
NEY. Ox Goes North. 134.
Nice Little Girls. Levy. 181.
Nicest Gift. Politi. 49.
Nilda. Mohr. 115.
No Arm in Left Field. Christopher. 172.
No Kiss for Mother. Ungerer. 19.
No Man for Murder. Ellis. 109.
No Place for Baseball. Allen. 89.
Noah's Ark. Brook. 171.
Nothing Place. Spence. 150.
OAKLEY. Church Cat Abroad. 148.
OGLE. A B See. 182.
Old Tale Carved Out of Stone. Linevski. 113.
OLSEN. Billie Jean King; The Lady of the
Court. 183.
--- . Mark Spitz. 183.
Omar at Christmas. White. 54.
.. On the Move. Savitz. 51.
On the Track of Bigfoot. Place. 183.
Once a Bright Red Tiger. Whitney. 166.
Once More Upon a Totem. Harris. 43.
Once Under the Cherry Blossom Tree; An Old
Japanese Tale. Say. 163.
One More River. Banks. 2.
1 Pinch of Sunshine, V2 Cup of Rain; Natural
Food Recipes for Young People. Cavin.
125.
One to Fifty Book. Wyse. 167.
One to Teeter-Totter. Battles. 37.
One to Ten, Count Again. Livermore. 114.
Opera; Its Story Told Through the Lives and
Works of Its Foremost Composers; Vol. 1.
Ewen. 7.
OPIE, ed. Oxford Book of Children's Verse. 68.
Orchestral Music; Its Story Told Through the
Lives and Works of Its Foremost Compos-
ers. Ewen. 141.
ORMONDROYD. Castaways On Long Ago.
99.
- . Imagination Greene. 69.
OSTERRITTER. Twenty-Eight Days. 127.
Other Girl. Hall. 178.
Other Side of Tomorrow; Original Science Fic-
tion Stories about Young People of the Fu-
ture. Elwood. 141.
Out Loud. Merriam. 32.
Overpraised Season; 10 Stories of Youth. Zol-
otow, comp. 168.
Owl's Song. Hale. 178.
Ox Goes North. Ney. 134.
OXENBURY. Pig Tale. 134.
Oxford Book of Children's Verse. Opie, ed. 68.
Pablito's New Feet. Thomas. 53.
Paddington Bear. Bond. 90.
Paddy's Evening Out. Goodall, illus. 129.
Paint-Box Sea. Lund. 132.
PAPE. Gerbil for a Friend. 69.
PARISH. Dinosaur Time. 183.
PARKER. Time to Choose; A Story of Sus-
pense. 183.
PARKINSON. Attack on Pearl Harbor. 116.
Pattern of Roses. Peyton. 49.
PAUL. Candies, Cookies, Cakes. 161.
PAYZANT. Windows in the Sea. New Vehicles
that Scan the Ocean Depths. 185.
PEARCE. What the Neighbors Did and Other
Stories. 83.
PECK, RICHARD. Dreamland Lake. 83.
. Through a Brief Darkness. 116.
PECK, ROBERT. Millie's Boy. 69.
PEET. Spooky Tail of Prewitt Peacock. 15.
Penguin: Its Life Cycle. Thompson. 186.
People's Republic of China. Rau. 184.
PERERA. Louder and Louder; The Dangers of
Noise Pollution. 15.
Perfect Speller. Wittels and Greisman. 166.
Perihan's Promise, Turkish Relatives and the
Dirty Old Imam. Chetin. 23.
PERL. Hamburger Book; All about Hamburgers
and Hamburger Cookery. 161.
PERLMUTTER. Endless Pavement. 96.
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PERRAULT. Cinderella or The Little Glass
Slipper. 99.
Persephone and the Springtime. Hodges, ad. 28.
Pete. Morgan. 68.
PETER. Frederic Remington. 184.
Peter, The Revolutionary Tsar. Putnam. 50.
PEYTON. Pattern of Roses. 49.
PHIPSON. Polly's Tiger. 162.
Pieces of Another World; The Story of Moon
Rocks. Branley. 22.
Pig Tale. Oxenbury. 134.
Piggle. Bonsall. 107.
Pirates in the Park. Roberts. 100.
PLACE. On the Track of Bigfoot. 183.
Plague of Frogs. Terris. 103.
Plants in Winter. Cole. 126.
PLATT. Chloris and the Creeps. 84.
Play on Words. Provensen. 16.
Pocket Full of Seeds. Sachs. 117.
Poems from Africa. Allen, ed. 21.
Poems from the Hebrew. Mezey, ed. 14.
Poems of Lewis Carroll. Carroll and Cohn,
comp. 154.
Poetry of Black America. Adoff, ed. 89.
POLITI. Nicest Gift. 49.
POLLAND. Daughter of the Sea. 33.
Polly's Tiger. Phipson. 162.
Poor Mister Splinterfitz! Kraus. 29.
Poor Richard in France. Monjo. 115.
Population Puzzle; Overcrowding and Stress
Among Animals and Men. Drummond. 6.
POST. Clay Play. 15.
POTTER. Tale of Tuppenny. 16.
PRAGO. Strangers in Their Own Land; A His-
tory of Mexican-Americans. 49.
Prairie Boy's Winter. Kurelek. 112.
Prairie Pronghorn. May. 14.
PRATHER. Anthony and Sabrina. 135.
PRELUTSKY. Circus. 184.
PRICE. Talking Drums of Africa. 148.
PRICHARD. Wild Oats of Han. 49.
Primitive Art. Batterberry and Ruskin, ad. 2.
PRINCE. Cheese Stands Alone. 99.
Princess and the Giants. Snyder. 136.
Princess Hynchatti and Some Other Surprises.
Lee. 80.
PRINGLE. Estuaries; Where Rivers Meet the
Sea. 100.
- . Follow a Fisher. 50.
. Into the Woods; Exploring the Forest
Ecosystem. 148.
. Twist, Wiggle and Squirm; A Book
about Earthworms. 16.
Print Making. MacStravic. 160.
Printmaking. Rockwell. 162.
Pro Football's Kicking Game. Sullivan. 119.
PROTHEROE. Social Science Projects You
Can Do. 54.
Proud Taste for Scarlet and Miniver. Konigs-
burg. 10.
PROVENSEN. My Little Hen. 84.
--- . Play on Words. 16.
Pssst! Doggie-. Keats. 46.
PUTNAM. Peter, The Revolutionary Tsar. 50.
PYK, ad. Hammer of Thunder. 17.
QUACKENBUSH, illus. Clementine. 184.
Queen of Spells. Ipcar. 45.
Questions and Answers About Horses. Selsam.
164.
Rabbit's World. Schlein. 148.
RABE. Rass. 84.
RABIN. Changes. 84.
RABOFF. Frederic Remington. 184.
Rachel Carson: Who Loved the Sea. Latham. 46.
RACKHAM, illus. Grimm's Fairty Tales. 95.
RADFORD. Mary McLeod Bethune. 50.
Rage to Die. Grossman. 65.
RASKIN. Who, Said Sue, Said Whoo? 17.
Rass. Rabe. 84.
RAU. People's Republic of China. 184.
Raucous Auk; A Menagerie of Poems. Hober-
man. 130.
RAY. Careers with Television Station. 33.
Real Thief. Steig. 102.
Rebellion Town, Williamsburg, 1776. Taylor.
151.
Recycling; Re-Using Our World's Solid Wastes.
Hahn. 79.
Red Power on the Rio Grande; The Native
American Revolution of 1680. Folsom. 27.
Red Shift. Garner. 142.
REIT. Easy How-To Book. 162.
Remarkable Plant in Apartment 4. Maestro. 13.
Remove Protective Coating a Little at a Time.
Donovan. 62.
Revolutionary Petunias & Other Poems. Walker.
103.
RHODIN. Sinister Affair. 70.
RICCIUTI. American Alligator; Its Life in the
Wild. 33.
RICE. Five Great Religions. 162.
RICH. Let's Go to a Jetport. 117.
RICHARD. Accomplice. 85.
RICHARDS. Yoga for Children. 75.
Riders of the Storm. Burton. 74.
Riding Free. Coles. 76.
Riding to Canonbie. Smith. 18.
RIEGER. Gargoyles, Monsters and Other
Beasts. 33.
Right to Know; Censorship in America. Liston.
68.
Rilloby-Rill. Newbolt. 161.
RIVERA. Miguel Robles-So Far. 117.
Roanoke; A Novel of the Lost Colony. Levitin.
113.
ROBERTS. Pirates in the Park. 100.
ROBERTSON, D. Survive the Savage Sea. 100.
ROBERTSON, K. In Search of a Sandhill
Crane. 69.
ROBINSON. Femi and the Old Grandaddie. 17.
Rock-Hound's Book. Simon. 34.
Rock Music. Van Der Horst. 165.
ROCKWELL, A. Games (And How to Play
Them). 85.
- . Gift for a Gift. 185.
ROCKWELL, H. My Doctor. 50.
--- . Printmaking. 162.
ROETHKE. Dirty Dinky and Other Creatures;
Poems for Children. 70.
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ROGERS. Gertrude Stein Is Gertrude Stein Is
Gertrude Stein; Her Life and Work. 51.
ROLERSON. Boy Called Plum. 185.
Rolling Downhill. Carroll. 39.
Rooftops & Alleys; Adventures with a City Kid.
Kaufman. 66.
Rooms for Rent. Mahy. 181.
Rosa Parks. Greenfield. 157.
ROSE. How Does a Czar Eat Potatoes? 135.
ROSENBAUM. What Is Fear? An Introduction
to Feelings. 70.
ROSENBERG. Being Poor. 162.
ROUNDS. Days the Circus Came to Lone
Tree. 85.
RUBENSTONE. Knitting for Beginners. 85.
RUCHLIS. How to Rock Came to Be in a
Fence on a Road Near a Town. 148.
RUDOLPH. Today Is Not My Birthday. 34.
RUFFINS. Chess. Book. 135.
. Great Bicycle Book. 51.
Run, Shelley, Run! Samuels. 163.
Runaway Plane. Garelick. 42.
RUSH. Tales of Mr. Pengachoosa. 51.
RUSKIN, ad. Primitive Art. 2.
RUSSELL. Like and Unlike; A First Look at
Classification. 135.
SACHS. Pocket Full of Seeds. 117.
SAEGER. String Things You Can Create. 163.
Saint George and the Dragon; A Mummer's
Play. Langstaff. 113.
Samson; Last of the California Grizzlies.
McClung. 12.
SAMUELS. Run Shelley, Run! 163.
Sand Castle. Browder. 154.
SANDERS. Jazz Ambassador: Louis Arm-
strong. 17.
Santiago's Silver Mine. Clymer. 24.
SARNOFF. Chess. Book. 135.
. Great Bicycle Book. 51.
SAROYAN. Tooth and My Father. 163.
SAUNDERS. Smart Shopping and Con-
sumerism. 70.
SAVITZ .. . On the Move. 51.
Saw, Hammer and Paint; Woodworking and
Finishing for Beginners. Meyer. 32.
SAY. Once Under the Cherry Blossom Tree; An
Old Japanese Tale. 163.
SCHLEIN. Rabbit's World. 148.
School Segregation Cases. Stevenson. 165.
SCHWARTZ, comp. Tomfoolery; Trickery and
Foolery with Words. 17.
- , comp. Witcracks; Jokes and Jests from
American Folklore. 117.
SCHWARTZ, G. Food Chains and Ecosys-
tems; Ecology for Young Experimenters.
164.
SCISM. Wizard of Walnut Street. 52.
SCOTT, JACK. Loggerhead Turtle. 185.
SCOTT, JOHN A. Fanny Kemble's America. 52.
SCOTT, JOHN M. Heat and Fire. 149.
Sea Otter. May. 48.
SEAVER. Adam and Eve Name the Animals. 86.
Secret Dog of Little Luis. Mann. 181.
Secret Museum. Greenwald. 177.
SEEGER. Eastern Religions. 164.
SEGAL. All the Way Home. 149.
--- , tr. Juniper Tree and Other Tales from
Grimm. 110.
SEIDE. Careers in Medical Science. 149.
SELSAM. Apple and Other Fruits. 100.
--. First Look at Birds. 185.
- . Questions and Answers about Horses.
164.
SELTZER. What Did You Do When You Were
A Kid? Pastimes From Past Times. 186.
SENDAK, illus. Juniper Tree and Other Tales
from Grimm. 110.
--- , illus. King Grisly-Beard. 95.
Septimus and the Danedyke Mystery. Chance.
125.
SERRAILLIER. Suppose You Met a Witch.
101.
SEUSS. Did I Ever Tell You How Lucky You
Are? 149.
Seven Little Rabbits. Becker. 106.
SEVERN. Bill Severn's Big Book of Magic. 118.
Sex and the Young Teen-ager. Kay. 146.
Seymour, A Gibbon; About Apes and Other
Animals and How You Can Help to Keep
Them Alive. Borea. 138.
SHANKS. About Garbage and Stuff. 101.
SHANNON. Windows in the Sea; New Vehi-
cles that Scan the Ocean Depths. 185.
SHAPIRO. Twice Upon a Time. 86.
SHARMAT. Morris Brookside, a Dog. 86.
Shawn Goes to School. Breinburg. 153.
SHECTER. Stone House Stories. 34.
---. Toughest and Meanest Kid on the
Block. 18.
SHEFFIELD. Where Do Babies Come From?
71.
SHELTON. Stowaway to the Moon. 118.
SHEPARD, ad. Conjure Tales. 126.
SHERMAN. I Do Not Like It When My Friend
Comes to Visit. 71.
Sherman; A Chinese-American Child Tells His
Story. Molnar. 115.
SHERRY. Snake in the Old Hut. 135.
Shimmy Shimmy Coke-Ca-Pop! A Collection of
City Children's Street Games and Rhymes.
Langstaff. 30.
Ship Models and How to Build Them. Weiss.
103.
SHUB, ad. Clever Kate. 129.
SHUTTLESWORTH. To Find a Dinosaur. 86.
SILVERSTEIN. Chemicals We Eat and Drink.
101.
- . Exploring the Brain. 71.
SIMON, H. Snakes; The Facts and the Folk-
lore. 150.
SIMON, S. Rock-Hound's Book. 34.
. Tree on Your Street. 34.
SINGER. Fools of Chelm and Their History.
101.
Sinister Affair. Rhodin. 70.
Sir Orfeo; A Legend from England. Davies. 5.
Sit-In Game. Dahlin. 140.
Six Days from Sunday. Biesterveld. 138.
Skates! Keats. 131.
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Skeezer; Dog with a Mission. Yates. 88.
Skunk in the House. Colby. 24.
Skunks. Hunt. 80.
Slave Dancer. Fox. 77.
Sleepless Day. Hamberger. 65.
Slush Slush! Kessler. 97.
SMARIDGE. You Know Better Than That. 18.
Smart Shopping and Consumerism. Saunders.
70.
Smiling Face. Lattimore. 67.
SMITH, C. Riding to Canonbie. 18.
SMITH, D. Taste of Blackberries. 52.
Smith Valley. Means. 99.
Snail's Pace. Hess. 158.
Snake in the Old Hut. Sherry. 135.
Snakes; The Facts and the Folklore. Simon. 150.
Snuff. Blake. 106.
SNYDER. Princess and the Giants. 136.
- . Truth about Stone Hollow. 164.
SOBIN. Tale of the Yellow Triangle. 101.
Social Science Projects You Can Do. Weinland
and Protheroe. 54.
Socks. Cleary. 23.
Somebody Go and Bang a Drum. Caudill. 154.
Somebody's Dog. Miles. 133.
Something Queer Is Going On. Levy. 30.
Sometimes I Dance Mountains. Baylor. 105.
Son of Someone Famous. Kerr. 146.
Song of the Seasons. Welber. 166.
Sound of Coaches. Garfield. 176.
SOUTHALL. Benson Boy. 34.
Southern Africa. Clayton. 60.
Speak Out in Thunder Tones; Letters and Other
Writings by Black Northerners. Sterling, ed.
118.
Speak Up, Edie! Johnston. 179.
SPENCE. Nothing Place. 150.
SPIER, illus. Star-Spangled Banner. 87.
Spirit Is Willing. Baker. 169.
Splash and Flow. Howell. 80.
Spooky Tail of Prewitt Peacock. Peet. 15.
Sports Hero: Bobby Orr. Burchard. 4.
SRIVASTAVA. Statistics. 150.
Stairs that Kept Going Down. Mackenzie. 81.
STAMATY. Who Needs Donuts? 136.
Star-Spangled Banner. Spier, illus. 87.
STARKEY. Visionary Girls; Witchcraft in
Salem Village. 35.
Statistics. Srivastava. 150.
STEFANSSON. Here Is Alaska. 118.
STEIG. Real Thief. 102.
STEIGLER. Helicopters at Work. 26.
STEIN. Biology Project Puzzlers. 35.
STEINER. Biography of a Polar Bear. 18.
STERLING, ed. Speak Out in Thunder Tones:
Letters and Other Writings by Black North-
erners. 118.
STERN. Beginnings of Art. 102.
STERNBERG. Japan: A Week in Daisuke's
World. 52.
STEVENSON, JAMES. Here Comes Herb's
Hurricane! 150.
STEVENSON, JANET. School Segregation
Cases. 165.
Stewed Goose. Flora. 78.
STOLZ. Lands End. 136.
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STONE. Biology Project Puzzlers. 35.
Stone House Stories. Shecter. 34.
Storm Over Innish. Clewes. 92.
Story of Christmas. Bible and Jackson, ed. 123.
Story of Persephone. Farmer. 175.
Story of Tom Thumb. Grimm and Yates, ad. 65.
Stowaway to the Moon. Shelton. 118.
Strange Dreams of Rover Jones. Armour. 153.
Strangers in Their Own Land; A History of
Mexican-Americans. Prago. 49.
Street Fair Summer. Beckett. 170.
String Things You Can Create. Saeger. 163.
STURNER. What Did You Do When You Were
A Kid? Pastimes From Past Times. 186.
SUHL. Uncle Misha's Partisans. 87.
SULLIVAN. How Does It Get There? 119.
- . Pro Football's Kicking Game. 119.
Summer After the Funeral. Gardam. 128.
Summer Before. Windsor. 20.
Summer of My German Soldier. Greene. 94.
Sunday for Sona. Cretan. 92.
SUNDH. Augusta Can Do Anything! 186.
Sunrise Tomorrow; A Story of Botswana. Mitch-
ison. 14.
Suppose You Met a Witch. Serraillier. 101.
SUPRANER. Would You Rather Be a Tiger?
53.
Supreme, Superb, Exalted and Delightful, One
and Only Magic Building. Kotzwinkle. 29.
Survive the Savage Sea. Robertson. 100.
Susan's Magic. Agle. 121.
Susette La Flesche: Voice of the Omaha Indians.
Crary. 40.
SUTEYEV. Mushroom in the Rain. 186.
. Three Kittens. 42.
Sweetwater, Yep. 104.
SYME. Verrazano; Explorer of the Atlantic
Coast. 53.
Take Tarts as Tarts Is Passing. Clymer. 173.
Takers and Returners. York. 55.
Tale of the Yellow Triangle. Sobin. 101.
Tale of Tuppenny. Potter. 16.
Tales of Mr. Pengachoosa. Rush. 51.
Tales of Olga da Polga. Bond. 38.
Talking Drums of Africa. Price. 148.
Talking Totem Poles. Holder. 144.
Taste of Blackberries. Smith. 52.
TATE. Tina and David. 151.
. Wild Boy. 102.
Tavern at the Ferry. Tunis. 35.
TAYLOR, M. Henry the Castaway. 102.
TAYLOR, T. Rebellion Town, Williamsburg,
1776. 151.
TCHERNAVIN. My Childhood in Siberia. 18.
TERRIS. Plague of Frogs. 103.
That New Boy. Lystad. 47.
There, Far Beyond the River. Korinetz. 180.
They Call Me Jack; The Story of a Boy from
Puerto Rico. Weiner. 20.
They Named Me Gertrude Stein. Wilson. 54.
Think Metric! Branley. 38.
THOBURN. A B See. 182.
THOMAS, A. Mockingbird Trio. 119.
THOMAS, D. Pablito's New Feet. 53.
THOMAS, I. Lordy, Aunt Hattie. 19.
THOMPSON. Penguin: Its Life Cycle. 186.
Thor Heyerdahl and the Reed Boat Ra. Murphy
and Baker. 182.
Those Amazing Computers. Berger. 90.
Three Jovial Huntsmen. Mother Goose and Jef-
fers, illus. 116.
Three Kittens. Suteyev and Ginsburg, tr. 42.
Throme of the Erril of Sherill. McKillip. 82.
Through a Brief Darkness. Peck. 116.
Time to Choose; A Story of Suspense. Parker.
183.
Tina and David. Tate. 151.
Tinker and the Medicine Man; The Story of a
Navajo Boy of Monument Valley. Wolf. 20.
TITUS. Anatole in Italy. 151.
To Catch a Tartar. Hall. 27.
To Fight in Silence. Wuorio. 54.
To Find a Dinosaur. Shuttlesworth. 86.
"To My Brother Who Did a Crime .. ";
Former Prisoners Tell Their Stories In Their
Own Words. Habenstreit. 143.
To Tame a Sister. Avery. 122.
To Your Good Health; A Russian Folk Tale
from the Andrew Lang Version. Gobhai,
illus. 143.
Today Is Not My Birthday. Rudolph. 34.
Tom Ass or The Second Gift. Lawrence. 46.
Tom Thumb. Grimm and Hoffman, illus. 65.
Tomfoolery; Trickery and Foolery with Words.
Schwartz, comp. 17.
Tommy and Sarah Dress Up. Wolde. 36.
Tomorrow and Tomorrow. Knight, ed. 112.
Toolchest. Adkins. 121.
Tooth and My Father. Saroyan. 163.
TORBET. Clothing Liberation; Out of the
Closets and Into the Streets. 71.
Toughest and Meanest Kid on the Block. Shec-
ter. 18.
TOWNSEND. Comic Book Mystery. 87.
Treasure Is the Rose. Cunningham. 140.
Tree on Your Street. Simon. 34.
Trillions. Fisk. 26.
True Story of How Babies Are Made. Knudsen.
147.
Trumpeter; The Story of a Swan. Annixter. 138.
Truth about Stone Hollow. Snyder. 164.
TUNIS, E. Tavern at the Ferry. 35.
TUNIS, J. Grand National. 151.
Twenty-Eight Days. Elgin and Osterritter. 127.
Twice Upon a Time. Shapiro. 86.
Twist, Wiggle and Squirm; A Book about
Earthworms. Pringle. 16.
Two Good Friends. Delton. 174.
Twyla. Walker. 152.
UENO. Elephant Buttons. 53.
Uncle Mike's Boy. Brooks. 124.
Uncle Misha's Partisans. Suhl. 87.
Under the Haystack. Engebrecht. 7.
Underground Man. Meltzer. 14.
UNGERER. No Kiss for Mother. 19.
United States and the Soviet Union. Liston. 47.
UNSTEAD. Living in a Medieval City. 165.
URQUHART. Airplane and How It Works.
103.
V.D. Johnson. 131.
VD: The Silent Epidemic. Hyde. 10.
VAN DER HORST. Rock Music. 165.
Van Gogh. Lassaigne. 159.
VAN LEEUWEN. I Was a 98-Pound Duckling.
19.
VAN RIPER. Behind the Plate; Three Great
Catchers. 152.
Verrazano; Explorer of the Atlantic Coast.
Syme. 53.
Village That Allah Forgot; A Story of Moder
Tunisia. Lloyd. 31.
VIORST. My Mama Says There Aren't Any
Zombies, Ghosts, Vampires, Creatures,
Demons, Monsters, Fiends, Goblins, or
Things. 152.
Visionary Girls; Witchcraft in Salem Village.
Starkey. 35.
Vixie, The Story of a Little Fox. Fox. 142.
VON WARTBURG. Workshop Book of Knit-
ting. 187.
Voyage of the Floating Bedstead. Chalon. 40.
WACKER. Lasers; How They Work. 119.
Walk Past Ellen's House. Hoff. 144.
WALKER, A. Revolutionary Petunias & Other
Poems. 103.
WALKER, M. Land of Lost Things. 53.
WALKER, P. Twyla. 152.
Walking Away. Winthrop. 72.
WALTON. What Color Are You? 119.
Warlock of Westfall. Fisher. 176.
Watch Out, It's Poison Ivy! Limburg. 30.
WATERS. Hungry Sharks. 187.
Watership Down. Adams. 121.
WATTS. Molly and the Giant. 36.
. While the Horses Galloped to London.
72.
Way Things Work; An Illustrated Encyclopeo'a
of Technology. Lodewijk. 132.
We Are Chicano. Blue. 106.
WEIK. House On Liberty Street. 19.
WEIL. Funny Old Bag. 187.
WEINER. They Call Me Jack; The Story of a
Boy from Puerto Rico. 20.
WEINLAND. Social Science Projects You Can
Do. 54.
WEIR. Blood Royal. 87.
WEISS, E. Cook Mates. 166.
WEISS, H. Ship Models and How to Build
Them. 103.
WELBER. Song of the Seasons. 166.
We'll Have a Friend for Lunch. Flory. 176.
WELLS. Benjamin & Tulip. 103.
We're Very Good Friends, My Brother and I.
Hallinan. 43.
WERTH. Molly and the Giant. 36.
West from Home; Letters of Laura Ingalls Wil-
der, San Francisco, 1915. Wilder. 187.
Western Africa. Clayton. 60.
What a Wonderful Bird the Frog Are; An As-
sortment of Humorous Poetry and Verse.
Livingston, ed. 12.
What Can She Be? A Lawyer. Goldreich. 64.
What Can She Be? A Newscaster. Goldreich.
156.
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What Color Are You? Walton. 119.
What Did You Do When You Were A Kid? Pas-
times From Past Times. Sturner and Seltzer.
186.
What Happens If.. ? Science Experiments You
Can Do by Yourself. Wyler. 167.
What Is Fear? An Introduction to Feelings.
Rosenbaum and McAuliffe. 70.
What the Neighbors Did and Other Stories.
Pearce. 83.
When Violet Died. Kantrowitz. 158.
"Where Did I Come From?" Mayle. 68.
Where Do Babies Come From? Sheffield. 71.
While the Horses Galloped to London. Watts.
72.
WHITE. Omar at Christmas. 54.
WHITNEY. Once a Bright Red Tiger. 166.
Whizz! Lear. 11.
Who Needs Donuts? Stamaty. 136.
Who Owns the Moon? Levitin. 80.
Who, Said Sue, Said Whoo? Raskin. 17.
Whole Earth Energy Crisis. Woodburn. 188.
Why Me? Branfield. 124.
Why We Do What We Do; A Look at Psychol-
ogy. Hall. 157.
Why You Feel Hot, Why You Feel Cold. Berry.
73.
Wild Boy. Tate. 102.
Wild Oats of Han. Prichard. 49.
WILDER. West from Home; Letters of Laura
Ingalls Wilder, San Francisco, 1915. 187.
Wilderness Man; The Strange Story of Grey
Owl. Dickson. 126.
WILDSMITH. Little Wood Duck. 36.
WILLARD. Cold Wind Blowing. 119.
WILSON. They Named Me Gertrude Stein. 54.
Wind Blew. Hutchins. 158.
Wind in the Door. L'Engle. 12.
Windows in the Sea; New Vehicles that Scan the
Ocean Depths. Shannon and Payzant. 185.
Winds of Time. Corcoran. 173.
WINDSOR. Summer Before. 20.
Winged Colt of Casa Mia. Byars. 107.
Winter Tales from Poland. Wojciechowska. 36.
WINTHROP. Walking Away. 72.
WISE. Leaders, Laws, and Citizens; The Story
of Democracy and Government. 72.
Wit and Wisdom of Fat Albert. Cosby. 140.
Witch's Garden. Young. 55.
Witcracks; Jokes and Jests from American Folk-
lore. Schwartz, comp. 117.
WITTELS. Perfect Speller. 166.
Wizard Islands. Yolen. 167.
Wizard of Walnut Street. Scism. 52.
WOJCIECHOWSKA. Winter Tales from Po-
land. 36.
WOLDE. Tommy and Sarah Dress Up. 36.
WOLF. Tinker and the Medicine Man; The
Story of a Navajo Boy of Monument Valley.
20.
WOLKSTEIN. Cool Ride in the Sky. 88.
Woman of the Wood; A Tale from Old Russia.
Black, ad. 123.
Wonders of the Cactus World. Lavine. 160.
WOODBURN. Whole Earth Energy Crisis. 188.
Woodstock Craftsman's Manual 2. Young. 120.
Workshop Book of Knitting. Von Wartburg. 187.
World of William Penn. Foster. 42.
Would You Rather Be a Tiger? Supraner. 53.
WRIGHT. Look at a Calf. 188.
Writing on the Hearth. Harnett. 9.
Writing with Light; A Simple Workshop in Basic
Photography. Czaja. 126.
WUORIO. To Fight in Silence. 54.
WYLER. What Happens If .. ? Science Exper-
iments You Can Do by Yourself. 167.
WYSE. One to Fifty Book. 167.
Xerox Intermediate Dictionary. Morris, ed. 83.
YATES, E. Skeezer; Dog with a Mission. 88.
YATES, M. ad. Story of Tom Thumb. 65.
Year on Muskrat Marsh. Freschet. 176.
YEP. Sweetwater. 104.
Yesterday's Clowns; The Rise of Film Comedy.
Manchel. 68.
Yoga for Children. Cheki Haney and Richards.
75.
YOLEN. Wizard Islands. 167.
- , comp. Zoo 2000; Twelve Stories of Sci-
ence Fiction and Fantasy Beasts. 167.
YORK. Midnight Ghost. 167.
. Takers and Returners. 55.
You Can Be a Carpenter. Liebers. 131.
You Know Better Than That. Smaridge. 18.
YOUNG, J. Woodstock Craftsman's Manual 2.
120.
YOUNG, M. Christy and the Cat Jail. 55.
- . King Basil's Birthday. 168.
. Witch's Garden. 55.
Young Prince and the Magic Cone. Gold. 64.
Your Busy Brain. McNamara and Litchfield. 98.
Your Growing Cells. McNamara and Litchfield.
114.
Yummers! Marshall. 13.
Zaire: A Week in Joseph's World. Elisofon. 6.
ZALBEN. Cecilia's Older Brother. 56.
ZALEWSKI. Bobby Hull. 188.
ZEMACH. Duffy and the Devil. 56.
ZINDEL. Let Me Hear You Whisper; a play.
188.
ZOLOTOW. Janey. 56.
- . My Grandson Lew. 168.
- . comp. Overpraised Season; 10 Stories of
Youth. 168.
Zoo Conspiracy. Levin. 67.
Zoo 2000; Twelve Stories of Science Fiction and
Fantasy Beasts. Yolen. 167.
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